
 

Cushman Transportation Consulting, LLC, 94 Beckett Street, 2nd Floor, Portland, ME 04101       

Tel: (207) 200-1910        E-mail: sarah@sarahcushman.com        www.sarahcushman.com 

The Forefront at Thompson’s Point 
Transportation Demand Management Report 

 

January 22, 2018 

Overview of Transportation Demand Management (TDM) at Thompson’s Point using the City 

of Portland’s draft TDM Report Template: 
 

 

Date of Report 1/22/2018 

Property Description 

Name of Property/Development Forefront at Thompson’s Point 

Address #1-11 Thompson’s Point Road (Office location: 501 Danforth Street, Portland, ME 04102) 

Owner Forefront Partners I LP 

 

Property/Development Program 

 Square Feet Units/Rooms Employees Parking Spaces 

On-site Off-site 

    Paved Unpaved  

Residential (none) 0  0  0    

Office (Suburban) 2,927   10    

Office (Big Room) 3,450   14    

Office Subtotal 6,377        

Hotel Restaurant 5,650   10    

Big J's 1,852   4    

Restaurant Subtotal 7,502      

Retail - Color Me Mine 2,136  2    

Retail - Stroudwater Distillery 5,284  3    

Retail - Bissell Brothers Brewing 10,068  8    

Retail - Cellardoor Winery 5,890  5    

Retail Subtotal 23,378      

Cultural/Educational-International 

Cryptozoology Museum 
993  1  

 
 

Cultural/Educational-Circus Maine 6,800  4    

Cultural/Educational-Children's 

Museum and Theatre of Maine 
24,250  6  

 
 

Cultural/Educational Subtotal 32,043      

Hotel 90,000 148 10    

Event 34,000      

Unleased 0      

Property/Development Total 193,300      

    217 516 +/- 300 +/- 

 

TDM Coordinator  

Contact Person Chelsea O’Reilly, General Manager 

Company/Organization Forefront Partners 

Mailing Address 501 Danforth Street, Portland, ME 04102 

Phone (917) 254-7587 cell 

Email chelsea@thompsonspointmaine.com 
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TDM Plan & Targets 

Date of TDM 

Plan 

9/13/2011 Date of Most Recent Update (if any) 11/4/2015; 9/19/2017 (interim) 

    

 TDM Plan Target (if applicable) Current Data 

Peak Hour 

Trips 

AM No target given Projected: 246 (10/6/17 – includes 

museum & hotel) 

PM No target given Projected: 354 (10/6/17 – includes 

museum & hotel) 

Mode Split Single-Occupancy Vehicle Reduce SOV trips to 80% of total, 

within first 5 years of project 

Initial estimate from 2017 concert survey 

data: ~5% SOV rate traveling to concerts. 

Bicycle Increase by 5-7% annually until 

overall 20% reduction in parking is 

reached 

Initial estimate from 2017 concert survey 

data: 2.8%. Plans for additional data 

collection. 

Walk Increase by 5-7% annually until 

overall 20% reduction in parking is 

reached 

Initial estimate from 2017 concert survey 

data: 8.7%. Plans for additional data 

collection. 

Local Transit Increase by 5% annually until overall 

20% reduction in parking is reached 

Initial estimate from 2017 concert survey 

data: 0.7%. Plans for add’l data collection. 

Parking Demand Reduce parking demand annually by 

5% until a minimum of 20% 

reduction is reached - from peak 

weekday demand of ~1,450 spaces 

and up to ~1,900 spaces during 

special events (for full build out) 

Initial estimates from 2016-2017 retail 

and events parking data: an average of 

5.08 persons per vehicle for events and 

concerts. Plans for additional data 

collection. 

Other: Carpooling/Vanpooling Increase by 5% annually until overall 

20% reduction in parking is reached 

Initial estimate from 2017 concert survey 

data: 63.4%. Plans for additional data 

collection. 

Other: Intercity Bus or Rail  No target given Initial estimate from 2017 concert survey 

data: 0.3%. Plans for add’l data collection. 

 

TDM Strategies 

Note strategies identified in original TDM Plan and current status. 

Strategy Status 

Coordinate & promote rideshare 

(carpooling) 

Currently promoted. Exploring possibilities for additional coordination, e.g. using 

groupcarpool.com for events. 

Coordinate & promote local and intercity 

public transportation (METRO, AMTRAK, 

Concord Coach, shuttle from Mercy 

Hospital) 

Currently promoted. Concert shuttle from Mercy hospital reactivated. Plans for 

additional cross-promotion and collaboration with local and intercity transit; e.g., 

AMTRAK promotions and continuing exploration of METRO transit link between Old 

Port and Thompson’s Point. 

Promote walking and bicycling Currently promote bicycle and pedestrian access. Growing sidewalk and bicycle 

parking infrastructure on site. Cross-promotion with trails work at and near site. 

Improvements to nearby Neighborhood Byway network expected in Summer 2018. 

Strategic parking management Initial parking constructed and now charging for parking. Under management by 

Unified Parking Partners and enforcement by Park Select. Collecting data and in 

communication for best event management practices. 

Event scheduling and management Full implementation of Event Management Plan and ongoing updates based on 

management experience. Weekly event scheduling check-in with tenants.  

Transit-Oriented Development TIF TIF property tax revenue from the development is accumulating for transit 

improvements. City working on plan to use funding for local transit linkage between 

the Jetport, PTC/TP, and the Old Port via the Congress Street corridor. 
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 September 2011: The Transportation 

Demand Management Plan for the 

Forefront at Thompson’s Point was first 

approved 

 February 2013: The plan was re-approved 

in February 2013 with Master 

Development Plan approval  

 November 2015: Forefront Partners 

presented an Addendum to the 

Transportation Demand Management 

Plan which was approved in conjunction 

with the combined Brick North and Brick 

South Level III site plan approval (and 

concomitant subdivision/master plan re-

approval) in early 2016 

 September 2017: Forefront Partners 

provided an Interim Update to the TDM 

Plan as part of the Children’s Museum 

site approval process 

 January 2018: Forefront Partners provides 

this TDM Report and next steps for 

updating the Thompson’s Point TDM 

Plan and future data collection 

 

Quick overview of TP’s TDM planning 

& reporting history: 

 

 Encouraging greater use of preferred modes 
– walking, bicycling, carpooling and taking 
bus or rail transit - through central online 
platform, social media, any on-site kiosks 
and site-wide promotion  

 Working with Unified Parking Partners to 
ensure strategic parking management and 
monitor parking usage 

 Overseeing event scheduling 

 Coordinating  site and tenant TDM policies 
and incentives  

 Overseeing/conducting surveying of tenant 
employees and visitors 

 Overseeing any trip counts 

 Filing annual reports and updating the plan 
with the City  

 Exploration of additional TDM strategies 

The Thompson’s Point TDM 

coordinator is responsible for: 

A. Development Program and Commitment to TDM 

 

As with most large build-out projects and in part due to the 

effects of the Great Recession, along with its deliberate 

approach to adaptive development, Thompson’s Point has 

evolved more slowly – and in slightly different ways than 

perhaps originally expected – than the provisions laid out in 

its first Transportation Demand Management (TDM) Plan. 

That plan was written in 2011, well before even the City’s 

implementation of the Master Development Plan permitting 

methodology. The development team’s experience with TDM 

has also grown over time from what was first proposed on 

paper to what has worked so far on the ground. This 

understanding helps to inform Thompson’s Point’s way 

forward for desired next steps for its TDM program.  

 

The Thompson’s Point development team deeply 

understands the value of the site’s existing and future 

Transportation Demand Management efforts. The team also 

conceives of alternate transportation – walking, bicycling, 

carpooling and taking transit - as an extension of the 

Thompson’s Point experience. For example, sharing a ride 

with friends (or strangers) to a summer concert builds 

community and anticipation of the event even before the 

group arrives on site. As the developers have stated, it is in 

their best interest to get it right, in order to grow as a multi-

faceted destination and facilitate the ease of travel for 

tenants, visitors, neighbors and commuters.  

 

As such, Forefront Partners is excited to have engaged a new 

General Manager and TDM Coordinator, Chelsea O’Reilly. 

Chelsea brings event TDM experience from her former work 

with the Bowery Presents and their various venues around 

the country, including more specifically the State Theater and 

the Thompson’s Point Summer Concert Series. She is a good 

fit for managing the TDM team and the day-to-day 

operations of the site’s TDM program.  

 

Additional team members include staff from Soli DG, with 

whom Forefront Partners contracted in the summer of 2017 

to help assess the TDM program. The firm assists with 
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operational and logistics management for the Maine Port Authority and provides creative and 

forward-thinking consulting on complex transportation infrastructures and the operational, 

communications, and marketing systems required to grow and manage them sustainably. DG staff 

have demonstrated this creativity and strategic thinking in the group’s initial months of TDM program 

evaluation work.  

 

In addition, the Thompson’s Point TDM team has also contracted recently on this report and the 

updating of its TDM plan and data collection process with local TDM specialist firm, Cushman 

Transportation Consulting, LLC (CTC). The 

developers plan to continue to engage CTC on an 

ongoing basis to help refine overall TDM objectives 

and assist in creating and implementing specific 

TDM initiatives and the metrics and data collection 

tools to assess their efficacy. The Thompson’s Point 

development team’s TDM experience and project 

history, together with Soli DG’s familiarity with 

Portland and regional transit infrastructures, 

transportation analysis, and marketing and 

communications, along with CTC’s understanding 

of the local and national TDM landscape, make for 

an exceptional partnership. The developers believe 

the combined team is developing the organic, 

authentic, flexible, progressive and interdisciplinary 

TDM planning and ongoing assessment that the 

Forefront project requires, and which a single 

individual or firm would have difficulty providing. 

 

Together, the group has begun to explore more 

broadly the TDM programs at evolving, multi-

faceted development sites similar to Thompson’s 

Point (e.g. in California and Northern Virginia) – 

including how they handle their trip and reduction 

targets. The team also plans to consult the 

upcoming release of an Urban Land Institute 

resource reviewing latest large site TDM program 

implementation and monitoring methods.  

 

The intention is to deliver, by March 31, 2018, an 

updated best-practice TDM plan for Thompson’s 

Point moving forward.  
 

Updated Thompson’s Point TDM Plan (to 

be delivered 3/31/18) will further clarify: 

 Implementation:  

o operations 

o trip and parking reduction incentives and strategies 

o outreach and marketing plan – with alternate “micro 

TDM” proposal 

o infrastructure development 

 Monitoring & Reporting: 

o Process for quantitative and qualitative data 

collection and analysis; example items likely to 

include: 

 Updated trip and parking reduction targets 

 Specifics on peak trip and parking demand 

counts 

 Specifics for assessing modal splits for non-

drive alone trips – and whether modal split 

targets make sense vs. pure reduction on SOV 

trips 

 Revamped employee and visitor survey tools 

and methodologies 

 Best time(s) of year and intervals for data 

collection (e.g., annual counts between summer 

and fall and surveying every two years) 

 Specific goals for data analysis  

 Other best practices 

o Reporting – likely to include clarifications for: 

 Annual/biennial report with data from counts 

and any surveying, details of TDM activities 

conducted, tenant snapshots, changes to the 

TDM plan during the year, and plans for the 

following year. 

 Timelines for TDM reporting during the build-
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Furthermore, as the TDM team has worked to flesh 

out initial “micro TDM” possibilities for individual 

leaseholders, questions have arisen regarding whether 

this model is truly the best fit for the site. This is in 

part because TDM coordination seems to work best – 

and serve tenants best - when it is centralized at the 

level of the site’s overseeing management. Drafting 

narrative micro TDM plans for every tenant also seems 

to be repetitive, with little payoff in terms of providing 

creative solutions that don’t already exist within the 

evolving macro TDM plan.  

 

The “macro vs. micro” framework was developed by the Thompson’s Point team initially in 2011, in 

advance of having actual tenants and operational partners engaged in real time business activities. 

While it functions well as a theoretical structure for organizing information, it appears to have 

shortcomings when it comes time to translate strategic principles into operational models that actual 

tenants, visitors, and guests can embrace and consider authentic and genuine. Without that 

authenticity and the ability to engage site users at that more immanent level and work with them to 

develop shared goals and meaningful performance measures, there is less chance of meeting TDM 

targets. What has actually unfolded over the past couple of years of operations at Thompson’s Point 

represents the beginnings of a highly successful TDM program that has real buy-in from a diverse mix 

of users, and is a fertile ground for future innovation and exemplary performance. 

 

Thus, what seems most useful to address tenants’ TDM needs and meet Thompson’s Point’s larger 

TDM goals is to: 

1. Provide the city with individual tenant TDM snapshots during the regular TDM reporting 

process. These snapshots will include specifics on tenant activities, employees, visitors, 

transportation mode share, TDM initiatives and other pertinent information. An example of a 

tenant snapshot using plans for Hotel Portland can be found in Appendix A.  

2. Develop marketing and outreach plans that specifically address the transportation behavior and 

needs of different employee and visitor types, also known as “Priority Groups.” These will 

incorporated in the site’s updated TDM Plan. The site’s marketing quite often piggybacks on 

the various users’ and tenants’ own marketing efforts. The TDM team seeks to leverage those 

marketing synchronicities, as tenants are best equipped to reach their patrons, employees, and 

visitors in a genuine fashion.  

The TDM team proposes these pieces as the “micro TDM” alternative. It is the team’s view these will 

provide much more succinct and meaningful targets and cogent descriptions of proposed initiatives 

than the micro TDM plans first conceived in 2011, in the absence of the diverse user group that is in 

place today. The developers welcome city staff’s feedback on this methodology. The TDM team plans to 

deliver these individual tenant snapshots and priority group marketing plans by June 30, 2018 (with the 

exception of the snapshot for the Hotel Portland, which is attached hereto).  

Tenant TDM Snapshots & Marketing 

for Priority Groups – to be delivered 

6/30/18 

 Individual tenant TDM snapshots (see Appendix 

A for example) 

 Specific marketing plans to address the needs 

of different employee and visitor types 
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The TDM team then expects to collect the next round of 

data and conduct surveys under the new TDM plan 

between June and December 2018. This will likely be 

based on seasonal use of the site, e.g., summer 

concert data collection and then more regular daytime 

use in fall and early winter, that still includes events at 

Brick South and tenant activities in Brick North. 

 

In January 2019, the Thompson’s Point team plans to produce its next annual report under the revised 

TDM plan, using the updated targets and data collection process.  

 

B. Property Description & Transportation Context 
 

Within the context of Portland’s 

current growth and after decades of 

Thompson’s Point being fairly 

underutilized as an industrial site, 

Forefront Partners is ever mindful of 

its responsibility to help form a 

coherent new neighborhood, with a 

vibrant mix of land uses that help the 

area thrive for the long term.  

 

The development team is also 

conscious of Thompson’s Point’s 

unique location in the City of 

Portland and in the region - just off the 

Portland Peninsula and near the Libbytown 

neighborhood, plus served by intercity and 

local public transportation, local walking and bicycling networks, and Interstate 295. In addition, the 

site is highly visible to people traveling through the region by bus, train and via the highway. The 

peninsular nature and geographic boundaries of the point 

that make the site so interesting also encourage the use 

of alternate transportation, given that there is only one 

route for automobile traffic onto and off of the site.  

 

As a multi-use site with cultural amenities, such as Circus 

Maine and the Cryptozoology Museum, and varied events, 

such as Bissell Brothers’ beer releases, Cellar Door wine 

and food pairings, and the State Theatre concert series, 

Thompson’s Point is fortunate to draw both visitors who 

are local and also those from across Maine and New England and beyond.  

Photo above: Pre-development photo of TP’s regional context: 

http://www.portlandmaine.gov/PhotoGallery/17/_mg_6442%20-

%20thompson%20point,%20fore%20river,%20portland,%20maine.jpg  

New Data Collection (June-Dec. 2018) 

and Next Annual Report (Jan. 2019) 

 Updated data collection and surveying to be 

conducted between June-December 2018 

 Submission of next annual report under the 

revised TDM plan in January 2019 
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In addition, the developers have worked hard to restore specific 

buildings and structures to connect the site with its shipping and rail 

roots. Examples include refurbishing and modernizing Brick North and 

Brick South, which were used for train repair and storage. There is also 

the renovation of the former Union Station rail platform shed, which 

now serves as an outdoor venue for concerts, festivals, weddings, and 

other events, as well a seasonal ice skating rink from November 

through March. Earlier in Portland’s history, Thompson’s Point served 

boat and barge traffic on the Fore River and the Cumberland and 

Oxford Canal. The plan to restore water access to the site is another 

exciting part of its transportation context. 

 

C. Recent TDM Data Collection, Surveying & Assessment Work 
 

The Thompson’s Point TDM team has spent this past fall 

cumulating qualitative and quantitative data gathered 

over the past two years to self-evaluate, inform the city 

of its TDM program and plan for next steps. This has 

included working with Unified Parking Partners to gather 

parking numbers for different occasions in 2016 and 

2017. Forefront Partners has also worked with its various 

partners, tenants and vendors to determine the number 

of attendees at events at the multiple venues on the 

point during these same two years, including the 

summer concert series and events at the newly-opened 

Brick South building. The data show an average of 5.08 

patrons per parked vehicle for events and concerts. 

 

Recent Surveying & Data Collection 

 Consolidating parking and event 

attendee data - average of 5.08 patrons 

per parked vehicle for retail customers 

and events goers 

 Interviews with partners and tenants 

 Survey data from event attendees 

o SOV: 4.7% of respondents 

o Carpool: 63% 

o Ridehailing (e.g. Uber): 19.5% 

o Walk: 8.7% 

o Bicycle: 2.8% 

o Local Transit: .7% 

o Intercity Bus/Rail: .3% 

 Unstructured conversations with city 

officials 

 Unstructured conversations with 

community leaders and members  

 Plans for revising data collection and 

surveying process 
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The State Theatre conducted an online survey program with Thompson’s Point concert patrons from 

this past summer of 2017, using the survey tool developed with the City for the 2015 Addendum to 

the TDM Plan (attached as Appendix B).  Six hundred eighty-three attendees responded, offering a 

snapshot of event goers’ travel behavior and experiences. Survey participants included people coming 

not only from Maine but also from around New England and the Maritimes - as well as from places as 

far away as New Jersey and Illinois. Only 4.7% of those completing the survey drove alone to the 

concert. The portrait of how the rest of the attendees reached the concert included carpooling (63%), 

ridehailing (19.5% - via Uber, Lyft, taxi, hotel shuttle, or being dropped off by private vehicle), walking 

from home or a friend’s house or a nearby hotel (8.7%), bicycling (2.8%), taking METRO (0.7%) and 

using intercity bus or rail (0.3%). Fifteen percent of survey participants had used METRO service at 

some point and 45% said they would take METRO to a concert at Thompson’s Point – this obviously 

only applied to those attendees who were from Greater Portland. 

 

In addition to the data collection and surveying this fall, the TDM team has conducted individual 

interviews with its tenants and partners to identify how employees and visitors access the point and to 

document tenants’ TDM interests, needs and concerns. The minutes of each interview can be found in 

Appendix C. A number of common threads emerged from these interviews that have helped greatly 

to hone Thompson’s Points objectives and plans for next steps in its TDM work. Examples include: 

 

• Continued interest in the need for stronger public transportation connections between the Old 

Port/Waterfront to help cruise ship and hotel visitors access the site - and conversely, in the 

near future, for Thompson’s Point hotel guests to reach the Old Port.  
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• Encouraging dropoff and pickup for ridehailing trips (Uber, Lyft, taxi, etc.) at the end of Sewall 

Street - as well as at an on-site taxi stand. 

• Improving visitor wayfinding and multi-modal information to access the site - via a central 

online resource, local tourist maps, GPS, and physical signage.  

• Need for TDM resources for employees as the employee pool expands on the site.  

The developers are excited to use this feedback and guidance to create expanded tools and resources 

to address these needs. 

 

As mentioned in Section A and planned for the updated TDM Plan to be delivered in March 2018, the 

team is also looking at TDM programs and data collection at other multi-use development sites to 

make recommendations for the best practice data analysis and reporting process going forward.  

D. Current Thompson’s Point TDM Marketing, Strategies and Best 

Practices 

As stated above, the Thompson’s Point TDM program has evolved over the past several years of 

development and the team’s TDM practice has grown greatly through its on-the-ground experience. 

The following narrative describes the current strategies, incentives and disincentives the group 

actively utilizes to reduce drive alone trips and parking demand. The team is also excited to be 

exploring additional strategies for the updated TDM Plan. 

 

Strategic Parking Management 

The Thompson’s Point development team understands 

that fully managed and shared parking will produce 

the strongest results for reducing single-occupancy 

vehicle trips to the site. With the increase in 

development activity and the completion of initial 

parking infrastructure (217 paved spaces, 516 +/- 

unpaved, and 300 offsite paved) Thompson’s Point has 

recently made the important shift to paid parking. This 

is managed by Unified Parking Partners and under the 

enforcement efforts of Park Select, whose employees 

are in regular communication with the developers and 

the TDM team, including for events.  

 

Paid parking has been part of the Thompson’s Point plan since the outset, but for the first few years 

of the development - other than large events such as concerts where patrons were charged for on-

site parking - there was no fee associated with daily parking on-site. Providing virtually unlimited free 

parking serves as a de facto disincentive to effectively encourage the regular use of alternate modes 

of travel. The move to paid parking helps encourage tenants, employees, patrons and guests to see 

Parking 

 Initial parking constructed: 217 paved 

spaces, 516 unpaved 

 Fully managed (Unified Parking Partners) 

and shared – now charging for parking on 

site 

 Agreement with Mercy on the Fore to use 

an additional 300 spaces for overflow 

parking for events 
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parking as a finite resource with an associated cost and improves openness to looking at different 

transportation practices across the board. 

 

Thompson's Point also has an ongoing agreement with Mercy Hospital to utilize the approximately 

300 spaces in its Fore River lot for overflow parking for events. This enables Thompson’s Point’s use of 

the lot on evenings and weekends, subject to providing prior notice. Staffing and security is at 

Thompson's Point's sole cost and the patrons are charged a lower fee than on the point. This fee 

covers the cost of operation with any surplus going to a charity. Forefront does not profit from this 

parking.  

 

Rideshare 

While the TDM team actively promotes carpooling to 

Thompson’s Point, the very nature of many of the tenant 

activities – e.g., food and beverage establishments, event 

purveyors and cultural attractions like the skating rink and 

Cryptozoology Museum – tend to attract people coming in 

groups. Couples, friend groups and families most often arrive 

in passenger vehicles carrying more than one person. Thus, 

carpooling is the most common preferred mode of 

transportation that visitors use to access the site. 

 

Promotion of Local and Intercity Public Transportation 

The Thompson’s Point development team is very cognizant of 

its role as a transit-oriented development (TOD) and its status 

as a TOD tax increment financing district within the City of 

Portland. Having METRO, Concord Coach and Amtrak service 

at the point’s front door continues to be a tremendous 

opportunity for the site. Moreover, as Thompson’s Point has 

developed over the past two years, the site’s offerings have 

become an amenity for these transportation providers as well. 

In 2016 and 2017 the TDM team conducted outreach to 

enhance and expand collaboration with these key partners. 

This included: 

 For all three providers: 

o Creating an “Express” lane at the outdoor 

concert venue to allow METRO, Concord 

Coach and Amtrak riders (as well as 

Bicycle Benefits patrons) to bypass the 

long ticket line and enter the venue 

immediately when doors open; 

Transit 

 VIP express lane for transit riders 

to enter outdoor concert venue  

 Active promotion of METRO, 

Concord Coach and Amtrak for 

visitors 

 Active promotion of METRO 

service for employees 

Rideshare 

 Active promotion of carpooling for 

visitors 

 Most common alternate mode of 

transportation to site 
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o Active promotion of METRO, Concord Coach and Amtrak on the summer concerts 

website; 

o Facilitating meetings and ongoing 

conversations between tenants and 

event partners regarding how METRO, 

Concord Coach and Amtrak can play a 

viable role in getting their patrons to 

and from Thompson’s Point - both for 

events (concerts, Brick South events 

such as the Flower Show, etc.) and also 

for ongoing business activities (Circus 

Maine cabarets and classes, Bissell 

Brothers tasting room visits and beer 

launches, Cellardoor events, and 

International Cryptozoology Museum visits) 

o Exploring “sponsorship” collaborations, such as the Sunaana music festival (see Amtrak 

below) and other reciprocal marketing possibilities to co-promote events on the point 

and access to them via transit  

o Inclusion and participation of all providers in public meetings and other planning for the 

next steps of the site’s development (e.g., Children’s Museum and hotel). 

 METRO: 

o  Facilitating meetings and ongoing conversations between 

tenants and METRO representatives to explore ways that 

METRO and its expanded routes can be a viable transit 

option for employees and visitors; 

o METRO inclusion of Thompson’s Point in its transit guide; 

o  Continued discussions regarding the hoped for 

implementation of the “hub link” study and connecting the 

Portland Transportation Center with the Old 

Port/Waterfront.  
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 Amtrak Downeaster/Northern New England 

Passenger Rail Authority (NNEPRA): 

o Forefront Partners, in concert with event 

partners, developed the “Sunaana 

Express”. The groups worked with 

NNEPRA to reserve a separate car from 

Boston’s North Station to Portland on 

the eve of the Sunaana festival (March 4, 

2017). The developers also partnered 

with Allagash Brewing Co. and local folk 

rock musician Conor Garvey to create a 

festival experience on the train, as 

patrons traveled to Bissell Brothers for 

the Friday night launch event (with 

Icelandic band Mammut playing at the 

Brewery). This initiative will expand for 

the 2018 Sunaana event.  

o Similarly, Thompson’s Point has 

developed, and continues to explore 

ways to grow and innovate, other cross 

promotions like the Maine Brewers Guild 

Winter Session this month (photo at 

right)  

o Thompson’s Point and the Rink at 

Thompson’s Point worked with NNEPRA 

to cross-promote the rink and NNEPRA’s 

“Ride With Santa” event in early 

December, and to explore ways to utilize the Downeaster for more regular transit to and 

from Thompson’s Point (say, residents in Biddeford/Saco coming to the rink, or to one 

of the Brick North businesses, for instance). 

o Providing hosting space for the Downeaster station meeting at Brick South. 

Walking & Bicycling 

Thompson’s Point is located near a growing pedestrian and 

bicycle network, including the Fore River Parkway multi-use 

path, Congress Street bike lanes, the Fore River Trail, 

neighborhood sidewalks and the expansion of the Portland 

Neighborhood Byway to connect the Portland 

Transportation Center with Deering Center. Forefront 

Partners’ relationship with Portland Trails has been very 

Walking & Bicycling 

 On-site bicycle parking and additional 

seasonal bike racks 

 VIP express lane for Bicycle Benefits 

riders to enter outdoor concert venue  

 Active promotion of walking and 

bicycling for visitors 
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fruitful – both in terms of increasing trail connections to and near the point and also tapping into the 

organization’s mission to promote active transportation and community engagement. Portland Trails’ 

encouragement of walking and bicycling to Thompson’s Point has been a major force in the  

development’s ability to increase walk and bike 

mode share and reduce drive alone trips. 

Thompson’s Point and Portland Trails have 

partnered on various creative placemaking 

activities, such as the inclusion of the “Parklet” 

area at the end of Thompson’s Point, which has 

become a popular spot for residents, tenants, and 

event visitors alike. 

The TDM team has sought to encourage the use 

of this walking and bicycling infrastructure in the 

following ways: 

 

 Collaborative sponsorship with Cyclemania 

to provide over 70 bicycle racks for summer 

concerts, and co-promotional partnership 

with Portland Trails to help promote the use of these racks for concert attendees; 

 Creating a “METRO Express” lane at our outdoor concert venue to allow Bicycle Benefits 

patrons (as well as METRO, Concord Coach and Amtrak riders) to bypass the long ticket line 

and get into the venue immediately when doors 

open; 

 Active promotion of walking and bicycling on the 

summer concerts website; 

 Facilitating conversations with tenants to 

encourage use of bicycle racks for their employees 

and guests; 

 Bissell Brothers and Libbytown Neighborhood 

Association partnership on Trail Cleanup Days  

 Featured destination and Thompson’s Point trail 

mapping on the Portland Trails web site.  

 Commitment to Portland Trails collaboration 

through dedication of easement and license 

agreements 

 Promotion of Portland Trails during events at the 

pocket park  
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 Co-promotion in July 2017, with Portland Trails, the Libbytown Neighborhood Association, 

Brick South, and the State Theatre/Summer Concert Series of a “meet and greet” and grove 

tour with artist Sam Van Aken, creator of the “Tree of 40 Fruit” grove of hybrid heirloom 

stonefruit trees at Thompson’s Point; combined with Brick South beer hall and Libbytown 

Neighborhood Association concert ticket giveaway. 

Event Management 

 The TDM team and its event 

partners have fully 

implemented the site’s 2014 

Event Management Plan and 

an extensively expanded plan 

(attached as Appendix D). The 

group checks in with all 

tenants on a weekly basis to 

manage the site’s event 

schedule. After three full 

summer concerts seasons and 

ten months of Brick South 

rentals, the TDM team and 

Unified Parking Partners have 

a wealth of experience in how 

best to facilitate pedestrian, 

bicycle and vehicular traffic 

and parking on the site.  

 

Following are two case studies 

of proactive event 

management from this past 

year, showing the type of 

active learning the TDM team 

seeks to practice in order to 

learn lessons and improve 

performance as Thompson’s 

Point grows.  
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TDM Team Report: A Great Convergence of Events 

Saturday, August 5, 2017: Thompson’s Point held one of our larger summer concerts, the Alabama Shakes, with 

attendance over 7,300 people, along with a 300+ person wedding in Brick South. While we’d held many large concerts 

and multiple Brick South events prior to this date, it was the first time we’d had both overlapping on the same day. 

Additionally, as with most summer concert Saturdays, things were busy at Brick North (Bissell Brothers, Cellardoor, Circus 

Maine).  

It represented the first real test of our capacity to execute our Event Management Plan with the combination of all of 

these uses on the same day and same time, while also preserving parking turnover for Brick North tenant visitors. 

One of our team members spent the afternoon and evening walking the site and inspecting the condition of entering 

traffic, parking availability, and pedestrian flow. At no point was the entering traffic congested at either the Fore River 

Parkway or on either side of the rail crossing, nor was there ever a shortage of Brick North parking. Inspection was made 

at 10 minute intervals, and at each observation, there were at least three and often up to ten parking spaces available on 

Lot 1 (the lot immediately to the south of Brick North’s primary tenant storefronts) and Lot 2 (the lot immediately to the 

west of the Circus Maine space and outdoor plaza). 

The one observation that staff made that has resulted in an operational change is that, given the high volume of 

pedestrian traffic on the sidewalk just south of the rail crossing prior to the beginning of the concert, it was often difficult 

for parking staff to direct cars into Lots 4-5 (the two lots on the westerly side of the site, proximate to the Portland Water 

District pump station area) as the entrance to those lots was often blocked by the flow of pedestrians. For this reason, we 

have modified the Event Management Plan to direct parking staff to station an attendant at the entrance to these lots to 

pause pedestrians temporarily to permit cars to turn in (the inverse is already practiced during concert exit, where staff is 

stationed to direct vehicles to ensure pedestrian safety. 

Otherwise, this represented the first instance where all of the various event types (and in the case of the concert, one of 

the higher volume attendances) were successfully balanced and the Event Management Plan (as amended) was properly 

executed. And even then, we found room for improvement! 

 

Photo above: the wedding party rocks out in the VIP area. 
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TDM Team Report: Lessons from the Early Birds – and they’re all early birds 

Wednesday, March 29 – Sunday, April 2, 2017: Brick South had its second major event post-renovation, the Maine 

Landscape Nursery Association’s Flower Show, which is a repeat annual event. This was, and remains, by far our highest 

attended event (topping 16,000 visitors between the gala on March 29 and the four event days—March 30 through April 

2, 2017—and quite likely would have topped 20,000 but for the winter snow storm on Saturday, April 1).  

Overall this event was a significant success in terms of following the Event Management Plan over the course of a several 

day event with peaks and troughs in attendance. 

The one significant failure came on the first morning of the event, Thursday, March 30, when our team failed to anticipate 

the number of visitors who decided to arrive 20-30 minutes in advance of the venue opening to the public at 9:00am. Our 

previous large events had largely occurred on evenings or weekends, and would often see visitors arriving over the course 

of one or more hours prior to the event start time. In this case, though we had staff stationed at the right locations and 

prepared for the event’s start time, our team and the event’s organizers were simply caught by surprise by the number of 

attendees who arrived all at once in order to be the first ones inside the venue. Since this event, we’ve had other large 

attendance trade shows with a similar tendency to foster a desire to be “first through the door,” and have staffed 

accordingly, with the result that we’ve been able to avoid this backup of traffic entering the site. On that particular 

morning, because we were caught off guard, we ended up with significant delays entering the site until approximately 

12:00pm when we saw the first wave of visitors exit; from that point on, we avoided a repeat of this scenario, including the 

following morning, Friday, March 31, when an even greater number of attendees arrived for the 9:00am opening time.  

For this reason, we’ve amended our Event Management Plan to provide for staffing in anticipation of the maximum 

number of attendees anticipated at any one time for a weekday trade show at least one hour prior to its opening. That is 

to say, rather than imagine that we’ll see an event’s average attendance on site at any one “turn” during that event and 

staffing for that, we plan that we’ll see the total capacity for the event arrive at the same time at the opening of the event, 

staff for that, and then potentially release staff as the event unfolds over the course of the day. 
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E. Report on Project-Specific Infrastructure Improvements 

General Contribution to Area Transportation Improvements 

The Thompson’s Point project has 

produced and leveraged a number of 

traffic calming and pedestrian 

infrastructure improvements in the 

Libbytown and the Portland 

Transportation Center area. These were 

made possible through the developers’ 

private local match dollars and the 

Economic Development Administration 

and Federal Highway Administration grant 

package for Forefront Partners – as well as 

through the project’s partnership with 

MaineDOT, the City of Portland, the Portland Area Comprehensive Transportation System and 

NNEPRA. 

 

Sidewalk & Crossing Improvements 

The development team has built approximately 50% of the Thompson’s Point circular road, with 

accompanying sidewalks, crosswalks and signage. This ties the site in further with the original 

pedestrian amenities and traffic calming improvements mentioned above. Another 25% of the circular 

road and pedestrian accommodations will be built with the addition of the Children’s Museum and 

the hotel. The TDM team is also looking forward to the City’s Summer 2018 construction of the 

expanded Portland Neighborhood Byway network, with wayfinding and crossing improvements 

connecting Thompson’s Point and the Portland Transportation Center to Deering Center. 
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Bicycle Storage and Shower Facilities 

Under each building’s LEED certification, Thompson’s 

Point has met or exceeded the provisions for bicycle 

storage and shower/changing room facilities (this 

includes shower and changing rooms in Brick North and 

Brick South). The site currently has 8 fixed bike parking 

lollipop racks (2 spaces per rack) and two moveable bike 

corrals (18 spaces per rack) currently parked in front of 

Brick South – thus providing a total of 52 bicycle parking 

spaces.  

 

Proposed METRO Transit Stop on Thompson’s Point 

The developers are working with METRO to coordinate the optimal location of a new METRO transit 

stop and shelter on the south end of the point. They anticipate it being either proximate to the hotel 

and the Children’s Museum of Maine entrance on the south side of the pedestrian alley, or in front of 

Brick South. The TDM team’s understanding is that this would be an added stop on the existing Route 

1.  

 

LEED Certification with Associated Transportation Credits 

 

Thompson's Point has 

pursued a minimum of 

LEED Silver certification 

for all of its projects (to 

date, Brick North, Brick 

South, and the Hotel 

Portland project – see 

example certification 

review of Brick South 

below), and has taken a 

campus-wide approach 

to sustainability and 

LEED certification 

efforts. The buildings 

have all been awarded 

full point scoring for 

support of development 

density and community 

connectivity, not exceeding any minimum parking requirements, and providing public transit access 

and bicycle storage. 
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Proposed Water Access to Site 

As mentioned in section B and as shown in the image at right, during the buildout of the hotel and 

related infrastructure the development team plans to construct a seasonal dock at the southwestern 

edge of the point. The dock and float would connect to the Fore River channel. Thompson's Point will 

manage the dock and access to it, which will provide for water taxi and water shuttle service to the 

Old Port and Casco Bay, as well as providing for the launch of kayaks, canoes, paddleboards, and 

related programming. 
 

 
 

The Thompson’s Point development team is proud of the TDM infrastructure, programmatic and 

assessment work of the work of the past two years, feeling it has met well the spirit and intent of what 

was promised in the 2015 Addendum to the TDM Plan. In addition, this sense of accomplishment also 

comes from Forefront Partners’ extensive efforts to grow its TDM knowledge base, enhance its 

methodologies, and add capacity and expertise through additional partners. Based on all that has 

been attained within this time frame, the group looks forward with great anticipation to the TDM 

execution and outcomes of the next two years.  

 

F. Appendices 

A. Hotel Portland Tenant Snapshot 

B. Thompson’s Point Concert Feedback Survey 

C. Minutes from individual tenant interviews  

D. Updated Event Management Plan – January 2018  



Appendix A: Hotel Portland Tenant Snapshot 
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Employee Focused TDM Initiatives

You may fill out by using an updated version of Adobe Reader and saving a copy, 
or by printing and returning to the Thompson’s Point TDM Coordinator.

TDM Coordinator - Chelsea O’Reilly
Thompson’s Point.   501 Danforth Street.   Portland, ME 04102
917.254.7587   chelsea@thompsonspointmaine.com

Initiative 1:

Initiative 2:

Initiative 3:

Customer Focused TDM Initiatives

Future initiatives, TDM developments 

Initiative 1:

Initiative 2:

Initiative 3:

Future initiatives, TDM developments 

TENANT TDM SNAPSHOT



Appendix B:  

Thompson’s Point Concert Feedback Survey 

 









Appendix C: Tenant Interviews 



SEMI-STRUCTURED TENANT INTERVIEW 
Tenant: Big J’s 
Date: 11/22/17 

TENANT SNAPSHOT: 

 Business description: food service 

 Customer Age: a diversity of ages, with the core customer base falling in the 25-50 range 

 Customer Gender: undefined 

 Customer Origination: a strong greater-Portland and Maine contingent, with the customer demographics 
that mimic those of larger format events held on Thompson’s Point 

 Observed transportation tendencies of customers and employees:   
o No data available 

 Primary Areas of TDM Interest:  
o Lobby for improved public or mass transportation options that would bring customers and 

employees to and from the Point 
o Communicate to customers and employees simple parking policies and Alternatives  
o Improve public or mass transportation resources so that there are new customers arriving on it 

daily basis, and existing customers/employees have more options for accessing the Point 

GUIDING QUESTIONS: 

 How much of your business would you estimate comes from repeat customers (none, little, some, most, 
all), and would you be able to reasonably estimate a percentage? 

 How many of your customers would you estimate travel to the point by means other than SOVs (none, 
little, some, most, all), and would you be able to reasonably estimate a percentage? 

o What are some of the ways people arrive at your establishment other than SOVs? Carpooling 
counts here!  

 What, if any, efforts are you currently engaged in as a company that you feel might qualify as serving the 
objectives of TDM? 

 What are some of your concerns regarding the transportation of customers and employees to and from 
Thompson’s Point and your business 

INTERVIEW NOTES: 

Thompson’s Point venue and access signage 

 It would be great if the parking way finding signage could be more visible at the entrance to the point 

Public/Mass Transportation 

 There is no current convenient public or mass transportation options that service Thompson’s Point 
consistently enough to be useful to either customers or employees.  Increased frequency and connectivity 
from Old Port to the Portland Transportation Center and eventually Thompson’s Point. 

Non-vehicular access 

 Big J’s has a very strong overlap with Bissell Brothers customers, and sees similar non-vehicular access 
trends primarily focused on trails and bicycle visitors 



o Additional support for visitors arriving by bicycle would be great including racks, secure storage, 
and incentives 

Areas of Improvement 

 Currently, implementing universal understanding of the parking policies on Thompson’s Point and  an 
easy way to share information with those who have questions regarding how to get to the point and what 
to expect upon arrival 

Miscellaneous notes 

  A greater collaborative communication strategy surrounding large-format events on the Point would be 
appreciated (this is not directly TDM) 



SEMI-STRUCTURED TENANT INTERVIEW 
Tenant: Big Room  
Date: 10/27/17 

TENANT SNAPSHOT: 

 Business description: digital technology services 

 Customer Age: undefined 

 Customer Gender: undefined 

 Customer Origination: undefined 

 Observed transportation tendencies of customers and employees:   
o Personal vehicles 

 Because Big Room operates by appointment, customers and guests typically drive up 
 Employees travel from near and far and park on-site because there is no other known 

convenient option 
 Events hosted by Big Room fall into the same predicament as the situations mentioned 

above, with attendees traveling to their destination by personal vehicle 

 Primary Areas of TDM Interest:  
o There is a strong desire to improve employee access to Thompson’s Point, this includes bicycle 

storage, personal lockers, parking for motorcycles, parking for mopeds 
o Unlike some of the other tenants at the Point, due to the business dynamics of Big Room, the 

company is less focused on providing resources for customers and more focused on improving 
options for employees and project supporters 

o Improved clarity on parking policies as they relate to guests attending Big Room professional 
development events 

GUIDING QUESTIONS: 

 How much of your business would you estimate comes from repeat customers (none, little, some, most, 
all), and would you be able to reasonably estimate a percentage? 

 How many of your customers would you estimate travel to the point by means other than SOVs (none, 
little, some, most, all), and would you be able to reasonably estimate a percentage? 

o What are some of the ways people arrive at your establishment other than SOVs? Carpooling 
counts here!  

 What, if any, efforts are you currently engaged in as a company that you feel might qualify as serving the 
objectives of TDM? 

 What are some of your concerns regarding the transportation of customers and employees to and from 
Thompson’s Point and your business 

INTERVIEW NOTES: 

Thompson’s Point venue and access signage 

 Wayfinding Signage improvement on local roads and within the point would only improve navigation of 
those trying to access 

o  This includes delivery drivers as well as event attendees and customers 

Public/Mass Transportation 

 METRO is the single most underutilized asset that could support both customers and employees trying to 
access Thompson’s Point, and improvements to scheduling need to be made 



Non-vehicular access 

 Improvement in Thompson’s Point infrastructure that supports non-vehicular access would yield a higher 
number of employees and event attendees coming to the point by alternative transportation means 

o This includes secure bike storage, facility showers for employees who bike in to work but are 
subjected to harsher environmental conditions on the commute, and walkers/joggers who 
experience the same challenges 

Areas of Improvement 

 Recognize the employee and help the tenant enhance f parking alternatives at Thompson’s point when 
folks come to work 

 Improve easy public transportation option to bring employees, customers or guests to Thompson’s Point  
 



SEMI-STRUCTURED TENANT INTERVIEW 
Tenant: Bissell Brothers  
Date: 10/18/17 

TENANT SNAPSHOT: 

 Business description: taproom, brewery, events 

 Customer Age: a diversity of ages, with the core customer base falling in the 25-45 range 

 Customer Gender: skews strongly towards male 

 Customer Origination: a strong greater-Portland and Maine contingent visits daily, but on weekends and 
special beer launches, there is notable traffic from out of state 

 Observed transportation tendencies of customers and employees:   
o Mass transportation includes the Beer bus, hotel shuttles 
o Small amount of people come via trails and by bike 
o Can launches attract smaller ratios of passengers per vehicle because people visit the point to 

purchase product and leave 

 Primary Areas of TDM Interest:  
o Broader use of Portland Trails 
o Improved infrastructure on terminal for bikers 
o Safe and more readily accessible transportation services to get visitors home 
o Clear parking policies 

GUIDING QUESTIONS: 

 How much of your business would you estimate comes from repeat customers (none, little, some, most, 
all), and would you be able to reasonably estimate a percentage? 

 How many of your customers would you estimate travel to the point by means other than SOVs (none, 
little, some, most, all), and would you be able to reasonably estimate a percentage? 

o What are some of the ways people arrive at your establishment other than SOVs? Carpooling 
counts here!  

 What, if any, efforts are you currently engaged in as a company that you feel might qualify as serving the 
objectives of TDM? 

 What are some of your concerns regarding the transportation of customers and employees to and from 
Thompson’s Point and your business 

INTERVIEW NOTES: 

Thompson’s Point parking 

Advanced notice of parking policies would be beneficial for customers and employeesThis can be 
accomplished both digitally and in print, but in a centralized fashion 

Thompson’s Point venue and access signage 

 Signage needs to start at the transportation center and percolate down into Thompson’s Point, but also 
spread outward onto the surrounding roads 

Public/Mass Transportation 



 High-volume transportation options are not a high priority because the volume of customers that visit the 
brewery on a regular basis are so high 

o The goal would not be to bring cruise passengers by the busload to Bissell Brothers, but to 
increase public transportation options that customers could embrace when they decide they 
would like to access the Point 

 It is a long-term objective to get METRO more involved with the functions that take place on the Point to 
help with customer volumes as well as providing safe forms of transportation home 

Non-vehicular access 

 Currently engaged in providing a trail map for accessing Thompson’s Point from the greater Portland 
community 

o  This document is shared in the taproom as a means of encouraging non-vehicular access of the 
Point 

 There is interest amongst those associated with the trail network to create a waypoint system that would 
ultimately increase interactivity and encourage use 

o  The end-product in this case could take on many forms, and have different points of interactivity 
with the end goal being to promote non-vehicular access avenues to Thompson’s Point 

Areas of Improvement 

  There is greater bike infrastructure needed at the point for both customers and employees 

Miscellaneous notes 

 Bissell Brothers Brewing wants mission statement to reflect TDM 

 Local guests most likely will be the ones to use alternative methods, not customers coming from out of 
state for beer (Thompson’s Point to suggest Amtrak or Concord Bus trips or destination trips) 



SEMI-STRUCTURED TENANT INTERVIEW 
Tenant: Cellardoor  
Date: 10/20/17 

TENANT SNAPSHOT: 

 Business description:  wine bar, food service, retail, events 

 Customer Age: primarily 30s and older 

 Customer Gender: active participants skew more female than male, exact ratio hard to know 

 Customer Origination: there is a core of repeat customers in the greater Portland area, but the winery 
attracts many folks from out of town and out-of-state 

 Observed transportation tendencies of customers and employees:   
o Non-event customers typically come in groups of two or more and arrived by privately owned 

vehicles 
o Most customers visit with the intention of staying for a period of time versus to just buy 

something 
o Taxi services prevalent but not dominant (standard taxis, Uber, Lyft) 

 Primary Areas of TDM Interest:  
o Greater representation of alternative methods that customers can use to access Thompson’s 

Point,in particular, the Portland Trails connecting to the West End 
o Improved public or mass transportation options would greatly increase “foot traffic” and connect 

Cellardoor to customer populations associated with cruise ships and the Old Port 
o Signage on the point and the surrounding roads and centralized policies would help make the 

process of accessing Thompson’s Point easier for planning 

GUIDING QUESTIONS: 

 How much of your business would you estimate comes from repeat customers (none, little, some, most, 
all), and would you be able to reasonably estimate a percentage? 

 How many of your customers would you estimate travel to the point by means other than SOVs (none, 
little, some, most, all), and would you be able to reasonably estimate a percentage? 

o What are some of the ways people arrive at your establishment other than SOVs? Carpooling 
counts here!  

 What, if any, efforts are you currently engaged in as a company that you feel might qualify as serving the 
objectives of TDM? 

 What are some of your concerns regarding the transportation of customers and employees to and from 
Thompson’s Point and your business 

INTERVIEW NOTES: 

Thompson’s Point parking 

 Pay to park is incentive for people to car pool 

 A clearly defined set of parking policies makes it more likely that customers and employees will have a 
positive experience, and it facilitates transportation planning 

Thompson’s Point venue and access signage 

 Signage off interstate for Thompson’s Point exit would make the process of getting to the winery easier 
for customers as well as creating navigational points that employees can direct people to when they 
receive inquiries about directions 



Public/Mass Transportation 

 Employees/customers would benefit greatly from improved public or mass transportation options 

 There will be a METRO stop on Thompson’s Point to service the children’s Museum and hotel 

 The road on the Point is engineered to handle buses  

 Improving the line of communication between Thompson’s Point and hotels so that shuttles can easily get 
in and out 

Non-vehicular access 

 Strong interest in highlighting Thompson’s Point access via foot and bike 

 Social or community event such as a 5K designed to benefit Portland Trails and to highlight trail 
connectivity from the West End to Thompson’s Point, Earth Day campaign to promote non-vehicular 
access  

 More bike friendly infrastructure on the Point would help encourage an increase in bike traffic 

 Bike Benefits is something to consider 

Miscellaneous notes 

 Can we get more specific signage on roads for museums? Cellardoor could piggy back off them for signage 
due to road blocks pertaining to wine.  

 Digital and web resources that centralized transportation resources and Thompson’s Point access 
information, parking policies would be helpful for employees and customers 



SEMI-STRUCTURED TENANT INTERVIEW 
Tenant: Circus Maine 
Date: 11/20/17 

TENANT SNAPSHOT: 

 Business description: circus school, training and education, performances, events 

 Customer Age:  children through young adults for school and training,  mid-20s to mid-40s for 
performances and events 

 Customer Gender: undefined 

 Customer Origination: undefined 

 Observed transportation tendencies of customers and employees:   
o Employees and students attending school arrive primarily via single vehicle or drop off 

 Very few use public transportation or come by non-vehicular means 
o Customers primarily arrive by a mix of transportation methods that include single vehicle, 

carpooling and taxi services 

 Primary Areas of TDM Interest:  
o Development of a priority based parking system so that free or reduced cost parking options can 

be provided to employees during nonpeak hours 
o Identify a collection of off-site parking venues and a protocol that supports their utilization 
o Improve how public transportation services Thompson’s Point so that low income students who 

don’t have access to vehicles can reliably get to and from the facility 

GUIDING QUESTIONS: 

 How much of your business would you estimate comes from repeat customers (none, little, some, most, 
all), and would you be able to reasonably estimate a percentage? 

 How many of your customers would you estimate travel to the point by means other than SOVs (none, 
little, some, most, all), and would you be able to reasonably estimate a percentage? 

o What are some of the ways people arrive at your establishment other than SOVs? Carpooling 
counts here!  

 What, if any, efforts are you currently engaged in as a company that you feel might qualify as serving the 
objectives of TDM? 

 What are some of your concerns regarding the transportation of customers and employees to and from 
Thompson’s Point and your business 

INTERVIEW NOTES: 

Thompson’s Point parking 

 Look more critically at how a tiered parking system could be implemented to help offset the cost of 
employee and customer parking during nonpeak hours when there may be ample space is available 

o Such a model would stand to benefit all tenants financially and logistically and could be 
employed in designated areas only to meet the needs of the Point 

  Identify easy-to-find, proximal, and reliable off-site parking resources to accomplish the following: 
o Benefit students who can’t afford to pay for parking (if the walking distance was short) 
o Develop a clear protocol for securing additional parking in support of larger Circus Maine 

functions when spaces on the Point have been presold to other tenants/events 

 Develop an interface, such as a website, that customers can access to address parking inquiries 

Thompson’s Point venue and access signage 



 Not discussed 

Public/Mass Transportation 

 METRO needs to greatly amplify its support of Thompson’s Point to accomplish a myriad of goals:  
o Increase the flow of customers from the Old Port to the Point to allow for the development of 

new business and customers 
o Provide more reliable public transportation to students in need of attending class at Circus Maine 
o Create alternative transportation options as matter of easing the logistical concerns associated 

with parking during busy times at the Point 

Non-vehicular access 

 Emphasis needs to be placed on the Portland Trails network and continued improvement of infrastructure 
to support bicyclists on the point 

Miscellaneous notes 

 Cruise Maine and its passengers is a notable target of the Circus Maine staff, and working with mass 
transportation providers to facilitate flow between Commercial Street and Thompson’s Point is a priority 
to explore further 



SEMI-STRUCTURED TENANT INTERVIEW 
Tenant: Color Me Mine  
Date: 10/24/17 

TENANT SNAPSHOT: 

 Business description: arts and crafts, creative pottery, events, 

 Customer Age: a diversity of ages, but a heavy focus on children 

 Customer Gender: active participants skew towards female in adult-aged customers, no data on children 

 Customer Origination:  limited clarity but a majority seem to originate from within the greater Portland 
area 

 Observed transportation tendencies of customers and employees:   
o Single attendees tend to arrive via personal vehicles 
o There is some overlap with other Thompson’s Point tenants, and groups will come in one car to 

attend both Color Me Mine as well as other destinations 
o  Very little public transportation 
o Bike, Trail biggest non-traditional modes of transportation 

 Primary Areas of TDM Interest:  
o Point-wide collaboration on product packages so guests can easily flow from one tenant to the 

next 
o Centralized signage that represents businesses on the Point to improve navigation 
o A centralized point of access where employees and customers can go to gather up-to-date 

information about policies and news associated with Thompson’s Point 

GUIDING QUESTIONS: 

 How much of your business would you estimate comes from repeat customers (none, little, some, most, 
all), and would you be able to reasonably estimate a percentage? 

 How many of your customers would you estimate travel to the point by means other than SOVs (none, 
little, some, most, all), and would you be able to reasonably estimate a percentage? 

o What are some of the ways people arrive at your establishment other than SOVs? Carpooling 
counts here!  

 What, if any, efforts are you currently engaged in as a company that you feel might qualify as serving the 
objectives of TDM? 

 What are some of your concerns regarding the transportation of customers and employees to and from 
Thompson’s Point and your business 

INTERVIEW NOTES: 

Thompson’s Point parking 

 Passport is currently underutilized, services or parking options could be created and implemented to 
make planning easier 

 Important to create learning opportunities regarding Passport for both tenants and customers 

 Designated Driver discount or benefit – a means of making it easy to not drive if you drink too much 
o Create policy and a pass that tenants can place in vehicles if driver was impaired and decided not 

to drive 

Thompson’s Point venue and access signage 

 Signage on the roads surrounding Thompson’s point would be beneficial to customers 



 Creating a central message board either digital or physical would allow for easier and faster sharing of 
transportation resources and parking policies 

 Creation of a Brick North map or floor plan to improve customer experience once at Thompson’s Point 

 Create and mark a specific drop off location on Google maps for the Point 

Public/Mass Transportation 

 No METRO users at Color Me Mine due to lack of timely services 

 Uber and Lyft not commonly used 

Non-vehicular access 

 People do come on trails and bikes to paint, but are limited to needing vehicles when they are picking up 
finished work to keep the fragile pottery secure 

 Willing to offer discounts and incentives to encourage people to travel to Thompson’s Point on foot or by 
bike 

Areas of Improvements 

 Questioned activities and security on trails, walking in the dark has been referenced as uncomfortable, 
lighting may help encourage people to use the trails more 

Miscellaneous notes 

 Having a small number of employees with a diversity of backgrounds and living situations, makes it 
difficult for any will single transportation solution to reach all of them 

 Rink and Color Me Mine collaboration.  Discounts if go same day to both businesses 

 Website – use access page and enter to win month of free parking or 5 hours of parking, etc. 

 Color Me Mine and Cellardoor collaboration, discount on wine if at Color Me Mine and discount on 
painting if at Cellardoor 

 



SEMI-STRUCTURED TENANT INTERVIEW 
Tenant:  International Cryptozoology Museum 
Date: 11/10/17 

TENANT SNAPSHOT: 

 Business description: Museum focused on cryptozoology 

 Customer Age: families, college students, and destination visitors ranging from 30s – 60s 

 Customer Gender: undefined 

 Customer Origination: consistent flow of local visitors, but the Museum is a destination that attracts folks 
from all over the country 

 Observed transportation tendencies of customers and employees:   
o Personal vehicles are the dominant form of transportation that brings customers to the Museum 
o It was noted that the lack of frequent and reliable public transportation options has a notable 

and negative impact on visitors per year 

 Primary Areas of TDM Interest:  
o Establish Thompson’s Point as an accessible destination via the many available public 

transportation resources already present in the area 
o Facilitate conversations with METRO in order attract passengers that arrive in Portland via the 

many cruise vessels 
o Improve the Point’s visibility on local tourism maps (Discovery Maps) 

GUIDING QUESTIONS: 

 How much of your business would you estimate comes from repeat customers (none, little, some, most, 
all), and would you be able to reasonably estimate a percentage? 

 How many of your customers would you estimate travel to the point by means other than SOVs (none, 
little, some, most, all), and would you be able to reasonably estimate a percentage? 

o What are some of the ways people arrive at your establishment other than SOVs? Carpooling 
counts here!  

 What, if any, efforts are you currently engaged in as a company that you feel might qualify as serving the 
objectives of TDM? 

 What are some of your concerns regarding the transportation of customers and employees to and from 
Thompson’s Point and your business 

INTERVIEW NOTES: 

Thompson’s Point parking 

Thompson’s Point venue and access signage 

 Strong desire to pursue signage on the highway, especially to help the many guests that travel from far 
distances to visit the Cryptozoology Museum 

Public/Mass Transportation 

 Increased METRO frequency is a high priority because it is the gateway to tapping into Cruise Maine 
passengers and those shopping in the Old Port 

Non-vehicular access 



 Collaborative campaigns embraced by all tenants of the Point that call attention to the various non-
vehicular means of access would serve to establish a stronger community amongst businesses 

o The Museum wishes to be affiliated with efforts that speak to Portland Trails and bike access 
o Ensure campaigns have an inclusive voice so that all tenants stand to benefit from such outreach 

Areas of Improvements 

Miscellaneous notes 

 Discovery Maps  
o Advertising costs $700 per year and up,  
o It would be beneficial to organize a critical mass of supporters from Thompson’s Point to improve 

exposure on map through collective advertising 
o The Cryptozoology Museum has a strong desire to facilitate a conversation with Discovery Maps 

to redraw the Old Port to include a focus on Thompson’s Point in tenants 
o Improved exposure on these maps as well as more frequent public transportation would serve as 

a strong platform for capturing new tourist traffic 

 Cruise passengers 
o At its previous location, the Museum had very direct access to passengers arriving in Portland 

aboard cruise vessels 
o Advertising was purchased to support the Museum’s exposure amongst this customer base 
o Since moving to Thompson’s Point, participation by cruise passengers has fallen off almost 

entirely 
o The Museum is excited to explore new ways to attract these passengers to the Point 



SEMI-STRUCTURED TENANT INTERVIEW 
Tenant: State Theatre  
Date: 11/27/17 

TENANT SNAPSHOT: 

 Business description: summertime musical event series 

 Customer Age: a diversity of ages, with the core customer base falling in the 25-50 range 

 Customer Gender: undefined 

 Customer Origination: a strong greater-Portland and Maine contingent, with bigger names drawing from 
the entire Northeast 

 Observed transportation tendencies of customers and employees:   
o Some use shuttles 
o Many come by Uber and Lyft, as well as standard taxi services 
o Because concerts are held in the warmer part of the year, many folks embrace access by foot and 

bike 

 Primary Areas of TDM Interest:  
o Lyft and Uber turnaround point at Sewall Street with a turnaround waypoint that makes it easier 

for drivers to locate 
o Thompson’s Point and State Theater involvement in conversations with the surrounding 

neighborhoods and the City of Portland as a mechanism to demonstrate concern with event 
related traffic volumes, develop collaborative objectives 

o Establish a long-term transportation conversation with the City focused on drop-off points and 
improved METRO service 

GUIDING QUESTIONS: 

 How much of your business would you estimate comes from repeat customers (none, little, some, most, 
all), and would you be able to reasonably estimate a percentage? 

 How many of your customers would you estimate travel to the point by means other than SOVs (none, 
little, some, most, all), and would you be able to reasonably estimate a percentage? 

o What are some of the ways people arrive at your establishment other than SOVs? Carpooling 
counts here!  

 What, if any, efforts are you currently engaged in as a company that you feel might qualify as serving the 
objectives of TDM? 

 What are some of your concerns regarding the transportation of customers and employees to and from 
Thompson’s Point and your business 

INTERVIEW NOTES: 

Thompson’s Point parking 

 Parking policies and transportation resources could be better centralized and represented online and 
echoed across social media 

o State Theatre has all of this information on ticket pages, but it would be beneficial if Thompson’s 
Point had it as well 

 All parking information resources need to include information that helps mitigate some of the parking 
demand onsite 

o Thompson’s Point could echo some of those displayed by State Theatre, including paid parking 
resources across the city and satellite parking options 



 Work with Uber and Lyft to create official drop-off and pickup points outside of the Point, perhaps near 
the Transportation Center 

Thompson’s Point venue and access signage 

  Engage the City of Portland to discuss if the Sewall Street date can be opened on concert nights as a 
means of establishing a efficient drop off point for attendees 

o Enabling this logistical dynamic would support the Uber and Lyft drop-off point mentioned 
above 

Public/Mass Transportation 

 A regularly occurring METRO stop on Thompson’s Point is long overdue 
o Immediate conversations should be undertaken and a plan should be put in place, and once 

everything is formalized, perhaps it could be advertised in a bus wrap via collaborative 
sponsorship 

Non-vehicular access 

 Portland Trails and Bicycle Coalition of Maine at both led to notable amounts of people accessing 
concerts under human power, but these stories need to be celebrated 

 Call attention to these avenues of access with structured campaigns (social media, web, print) 

  There are many creative solutions that could be implemented to support the biking community, 
including: 

o Secure bike check space and brick South with an operator 
o Secure bike check containers with an operator (similar to a coat check) 
o  Secured, fenced-in, bike check area somewhere on the premises with an operator 

Areas of Improvement 

 The Event Management Plan that is currently in place is effective, but understanding how the 
surrounding neighborhoods perceive Point activity will be an important part of ensuring concerns don’t 
become larger 

Miscellaneous notes 

 Event Management Plan for concerts is an integral piece two managing the influx of Thompson’s Point 
visitors 

 United Parking Partners to provide Chris Thompson with additional parking data, speaking to traffic 
volumes associated with Summer Concert Series 

 With concerts, it will be important to “demonstrate” proactivity that speaks to attempts made by 
Thompson’s Point to improve management of event influx 

 



SEMI-STRUCTURED TENANT INTERVIEW 
Tenant: Stroudwater  
Date: 11/06/17 

TENANT SNAPSHOT: 

 Business description:  distillery, cocktail service, small plates, retail 

 Customer Age: mid-30s to 60s 

 Customer Gender: relatively even mix 

 Customer Origination:   proportionally undefined, strong representation from local and out-of-state 
origins 

 Observed transportation tendencies of customers and employees:   
o Customers directly bound for Stroudwater arrive primarily via personal vehicle 
o There is considerable customer overlap with events held at the brewery as well as in Brick South 

or outdoors on Thompson’s Point 
o Carpooling and taking taxi services to the above-mentioned events as well as traveling to the 

Point by foot and bike are the most common forms of transportation that bring customers to the 
distillery other than single occupant vehicle 

 Primary Areas of TDM Interest:  
o Improving parking policy presentation and communication so that access is understood, smooth 

and enjoyable for customers and guests 
o Engage in conversation with mass transportation providers (NNEPRA, METRO) as a means of 

bringing more people to Thompson’s Point and to allow for tenants to engage new customers 
o High visibility promotional campaigns and events that present the many ways people can access 

the Point 

GUIDING QUESTIONS: 

 How much of your business would you estimate comes from repeat customers (none, little, some, most, 
all), and would you be able to reasonably estimate a percentage? 

 How many of your customers would you estimate travel to the point by means other than SOVs (none, 
little, some, most, all), and would you be able to reasonably estimate a percentage? 

o What are some of the ways people arrive at your establishment other than SOVs? Carpooling 
counts here!  

 What, if any, efforts are you currently engaged in as a company that you feel might qualify as serving the 
objectives of TDM? 

 What are some of your concerns regarding the transportation of customers and employees to and from 
Thompson’s Point and your business 

INTERVIEW NOTES: 

Thompson’s Point parking 

   

 Thompson’s Point venue and access signage 

 Added attention to digital databases as a means of ensuring Thompson’s Point and associated tenant 
addresses show up accurately will help with taxi and delivery services 

 Signage on the highway and surrounding roads is an important avenue to pursue as a means of reducing 
uncertainty of drivers and improving general traffic flow through stoplights and intersections 



Public/Mass Transportation 

 METRO has never been an attractive option for those heading out to eat, drink or shop, and has always 
been viewed as a resource for those who don’t have access to vehicles 

o This can be improved by increasing the number of stops, frequency and reach 
o Creation of a small high-frequency loop that services Thompson’s Point would open access to 

entirely new customer bases, but a promotional campaign will be necessary to improve 
awareness 

  The Downeaster and rail in general is underutilized and the connectivity offered by this form of 
transportation is underrepresented 

o A conversation with NNEPRA aimed at improving frequency and/or promoting awareness of 
Thompson’s Point access to passengers will be integral in establishing rail as a legitimate 
transportation resource 

 This is likely a part of a larger marketing conversation that includes highlighting activities 
found at other stops along the way 

Non-vehicular access 

 The Portland Trails network along with the Bicycle Coalition of Maine are the most visible drivers of 
people to Thompson’s Point under human power 

 Awareness of these resources should be promoted via specific promotional campaigns and improved 
infrastructure on Thompson’s Point 

Areas of Improvement 

Miscellaneous notes 

 As the offerings of tenants grow, it would be useful if there was a centralized forum that helped to project 
this to customers 

o Example: the distillery is now serving Portland Pie Pizza  
 If examples such as this that demonstrate incremental growth are broadcasted, then it 

diversifies the reasons that someone might come to the Point, and could change the 
way in which customers plan their visit 

 The more people are aware of what is going on, the more likely it is that they will come 
in larger groups 

 Cataloging activities available at Thompson’s Point and making this information readily 
accessible will help customers plan their visit more effectively 
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Event Management Plan for 
The Forefront at Thompson’s Point 

Portland, Maine 
  January, 2018  

 

The traffic management plan (“Plan”) for “Special Events” is an important component of making 
this project work. For the purposes of implementation, we propose that a Special Event be 
considered any event, or combination of events, that equals or exceeds 2500 people on site at the 
same time. A Special Event, as it is intended in the context of this Event Management Plan, would 
not include those typical modes of gathering and circulation related to the customary visitation and 
enjoyment of the site and its various commercial uses and public amenities. For example, a 
gathering of visitors in an outdoor dining area would not be considered a Special Event, nor would 
that visitor count contribute to the overall 2,500 capacity threshold, but a gathering of visitors in 
the outdoor seating area adjacent to the Mixed-Use “Depot” Building for the purposes of attending a 
musical performance would be considered a Special Event assuming it met, or in conjunction with 
other special events on site contributed to meeting, the 2,500-person threshold. Special Events 
generally relate to those occurrences that are planned by the Forefront at Thompson’s Point as part 
of the programming associated with the Brick South Event Center (including, from time to time, its 
adjacent plaza) and Mixed-Use “Depot” Building (and its outdoor seating area). The Forefront at 
Thompson’s Point’s Management shall use its discretion in determining whether an event with a 
planned attendance under 2,500 shall be considered a Special Event. To accomplish the special 
event implementation, the applicant is approaching this from different aspects.  

 

I. Event Timing: the first aspect is timing of the Special Event.  If the event is on a weekday, 
Special Events are anticipated to start outside the hours of 4:00PM to 7:00PM to avoid the PM rush 
hour of the adjacent street traffic. Weekday Special Events conclude later in the evening when 
traffic on the adjacent roadway network is anticipated to be minimal compared to during a typical 
commuter hour. If the event is on a Saturday or Sunday, commuter traffic will not be on the roads. 

 
II. Special Event Facilities and Accommodations: the second angle to the special event 
approach is to provide accommodations for large numbers of vehicles to enter or exit the site. To 
accomplish this, the Forefront At Thompson’s Point Management utilizes the following: 

 
 I. Signing – This includes not only signing for drivers on which lanes are for what purpose, but 

also to direct drivers to points of interest; such as event parking. Additional signs should also be 
erected to identify to the drivers destined for the bus and train facilities where they should be 
going such that they do not get intertwined in the traffic destined for the events. These signs are 
both permanent and temporary and may be positioned both onsite and offsite. 

 
 II. Reversible Lane – This is an additional lane in the center of Thompsons Point Road that is 

used for incoming traffic at the beginning of an event and then reversed and used as an exit lane 
when the event(s) conclude. An example of this layout is depicted on Sheets C-9.1, C-9.2 and C- 
9.3 and enclosed in Appendix A. 

 
 III. Traffic Control Devices – This includes devices such as traffic cones to regulate access to the 

lower lots on the site during special events. The use of cones would be useful in directing drivers 
to where you want them to be as well as restricting them from areas where access is prohibited. 
These can be especially useful to assist in the functionality of the reversible lane used to enter 
and exit the Forefront at Thompsons Point.  Temporary cone barriers are used as a 
supplemental device to the permanently installed overhead reversible lane signals. 

  



 
 IV. Police Officers – For Special Events, Thompson’s Point Management shall endeavor to secure 

the presence of a police officer, either to direct traffic or supervise Thompson’s Point 
parking/traffic staff’s direction of traffic, at the signalized intersection of Thompsons Point / Fore 
River Parkway. The number of police officers shall be determined by the Portland Police 
Department in coordination with Thompson’s Point’s Management. This number is anticipated 
to be established relative to the capacity of the event (one officer for events of approximately 
2,500, more for larger events such as concerts with attendance upwards of 8,000). 

  

 V. Traffic Control Personnel (“TCP”) – These personnel do not need to be police and are allowed 
to assist traffic on-site and at un-signalized roadway locations. This would include persons at 
each of the entrances / exits for both the train and bus to assist both customers and the buses 
themselves in entering and exiting. There would also be TCP at the crosswalk to Sewall Street 
assisting pedestrians with crossing. In addition, TCP will be positioned on either side of the RR 
crossing to ensure that vehicles do not stop on the RR tracks, as well as at entrances to parking 
areas on Thompson’s Point where there might be high pedestrian traffic entering or exiting the 
event. We anticipate a minimum of 5 or 6 TCP per special event. 

 
 VI. Monitoring – Special Events have been monitored since opening by a dedicated observer for 

each event.  That observer reported after each event what worked, what is not working, and 
provided recommendations for improvement. This practice is ongoing as Special Events continue 
to occur. This monitoring includes meeting with representatives of the bus and train station to 
receive their input. Special Event monitoring shall also be coordinated with and/or by the 
Transportation Demand Management Coordinator to ensure that the development’s TDM 
opportunities are well integrated with respect to Special Events. 

 
 VII. Integration of TDM – Forefront management strives to encourage and integrate applicable 

TDM best practices into each specific Event Management Plan.  The TDM Coordinator is 
responsible for expanding the number of best practices available and/or making the most 
practical practice readily available for each special event.  

 
 VIII. Parking garage – The parking garage is designed with three lanes on the west end, with 

the center of the three lanes being reversible and two reversible lanes on the north side. It is 
anticipated that that during normal business hours, only two lanes (one in and one out) at each 
end of the garage will be needed. However, the third lane is available to process traffic should it 
become necessary. 

 
During a Special Event, when the Event Management Plan is in place, the parking garage is 
anticipated to be operated with all five lanes used. At the beginning of a Special Event, we 
anticipate that two entering lanes and a single exit lane will be available at the west end (total 
of 3 entering lanes and 2 exit lanes). The gates will be up and attendants will be accepting 
money on a fixed fee basis to process the traffic quicker, or we may implement other payment 
options, such as Passport-based technology, to assist with expediting payment processing. For 
certain Special Events, visitors will have pre-purchased event tickets that include event parking, 
so they would simply need to show their ticket to gain entrance to the garage. During Special 
Events, each lane would process 300 vehicles per hour with a non-gated, pay on entry flat-fee, 
with attendants taking money at the entry and directing vehicles to the parking spaces. This 
would theoretically fill the garage in 37 minutes for a Special Event, which relates to a ‘good’ 
Level-of-Service of “B”. 

 
In addition, for larger Special Events, attendants may be positioned within the garage to assist 
directing incoming cars such that parking levels are filled one at a time with no empty spaces. 
This will improve efficiency and get the most capacity from the garage. These attendants will 
also be able to convey when the garage is near capacity so that they can make the proper call 
and appropriate signs can be put up both onsite and offsite identifying the garage is full. The 



parking garage has also been designed as a double helix such that entering and exiting vehicles 
can turn either way exiting their parking space to go up or down. This means that you do not 
have to go up to the top level of the garage in order to come down to the lower levels. 

 
When an event concludes, there will be two exit lanes at each end (for a total of four exit lanes) 
such that vehicles will be able to flow freely from the garage without stopping at a gate, thus 
considerably reducing the amount of time it takes to exit the vehicles from the garage. 
 
Until the garage is built, Thompson’s Point will utilize various parking areas on site to 
accommodate Special Event parking. 
 

 IX. Offsite Parking for Special Events – on certain occasions, notably summer concerts but also 
occasionally for other events, remote parking may occur off site in one or more satellite lots, 
including but not limited to the overflow lot at Mercy Hospital on the Fore River Parkway. The 
use of this lot, together with the strategies outlined in the Transportation Demand Management 
plan to encourage use of alternative modes, assists with helping to offset the use of public streets 
in Libbytown neighborhood for Special Event parking. 

 
 X. Trail and Bicycle Access – the inclusion of the dedicated pedestrian lane at the westerly side 

of the Thompson’s Point Road rail crossing, and the extensive pedestrian improvements to the 
Thompson’s Point Road area and adjacent facilities (Fore River Parkway; Sewall Street; etc.) 
contributed by Thompson’s Point in fulfillment of its Master Plan infrastructure, have permitted 
the integration of Thompson’s Point with the Portland Trails network. This has provided an 
important pedestrian facility to help provide a legitimate alternative to vehicular travel to 
Thompsons’ Point for Special Events. 

 
 XI. METRO; Amtrak; Concord Coach – these transit options are discussed in more detail in the 

Transportation Demand Management Plan. However, relative to the Event Management Plan, it 
is important to note that the Portland Transportation Center, which currently provides a hub for 
service for all of these modes, is linked to Thompson’s Point by our new pedestrian 
improvements and visitors to our Special Events are increasingly traveling via these modes. 

 
 
III. Emergency Preparedness: the third angle to a well-managed Special Event is being prepared 
for emergency situations and executing a documented Life Safety Plan.  The outdoor event Life Safety 
Plan is enclosed in Appendix B of this EMP.  The enclosed Life Safety Plan has been utilized effectively 
on several occasions to evacuate a small number of events classified as “Special Events” to date but 
should be reviewed by the event management team prior to each event to coordinate all anticipated 
aspects of site conditions on the day(s) of the event.  
 
 
 
 
 
  



 
 

Appendix A 
Off-Site Event Roadway Management Plans 
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Thompson’s Point Amphitheater 
Life Safety Plan  

January 2018 

 
INTRODUCTION 
In connection with the major redevelopment of the area of Portland, ME known as 
Thompson’s Point, the southernmost portion of the Point will be configured as concert and 
event amphitheater suitable to host a range of outdoor public events. The venue includes an 
85’x165’ open-air pavilion referred to as the “Depot,” and an existing one-story 4,600 ft2 
cinder block construction building which is to be used as support space for 2018. 
Additional infrastructure needed to support concerts and events will be installed on a 
seasonal basis. 

The events that will be held at the amphitheater will generally fall into one of three 
categories: 

1) Small events for up to 1000 attendees and which are mainly located within the area 
of the Depot structure itself. Generally these will be private events, such as 
weddings or company outings, but may also include “free admission” public 
receptions or events, or small “pay per attendance” concerts or performing arts 
events. 

2) Small events for less than 2000 attendees and which occupy additional area 
adjacent to the Depot structure, where the area dedicated for attendees of the event 
will extend beyond the structure. Generally these will be private events, such as 
weddings or company outings, but may also include “free admission” public 
receptions or events, markets, or small “pay per attendance” concerts, performing 
arts events, or trade shows. 

3) “Pay for attendance” concerts, festivals, or similar events with more than 2000 and 
up to 8000 attendees. 

 
This plan provides general guidelines that address the life safety aspects of venue design 
and event management to be used in the planning and management of outdoor events on 
Thompson’s Point. 

 
A primary focus for the fire and life safety (FLS) evaluation of Thompson’s Point outdoor 
amphitheater is to assess any fire or other potential hazards that may be present during the 
event that may detrimentally impact public safety. A key component to ensuring the safety 
of the general public is to provide adequate means of egress from the venue, such that 
should an emergency situation occur, the public can readily and safely evacuate the venue 
in a timely manner. The evaluation below demonstrates that adequate access to the venue 
is available for emergency responders, and outlines a plan of action that includes safety 
measures that may be implemented to minimize and/or mitigate any hazards to life safety 
that might exist within the venue. 
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EVENT MANAGEMENT AND STAFFING 
Forefront Events, LLC (“Operator”), an affiliate of Forefront Partners I, LP, will have the 
overall responsibility for operation and management of all Thompson’s Point (TP)- 
sponsored events, but will also maintain oversight and approval authority over all events 
that are occurring within Thompson’s Point-owned venues, and will coordinate with and 
the City of Portland to ensure adequate life safety is afforded all who attend and support 
these events. 

 
The Operator will be responsible for providing security, public safety, and crowd control 
for all TP-sponsored events or non-TP-sponsored events located on Thompson’s Point, 
both inside and outside the event amphitheater, along with the integration of the requisite 
City of Portland Emergency Responders, including for fire protection and medical 
emergencies, and City of Portland Law Enforcement Personnel. The Operator’s Event 
Coordinator will be supported by a number of other personnel, along with the contractor's 
event operational and administrative staff. The following represents a basic organization 
chart for an event's Management Team. Should an emergency situation arise, this Team 
also represents the Command structure for the Emergency Response Organization (ERO). 

 

 
The first "line of defense" in providing security, public safety, and ensuring the safe 
conduct of any event is the Event Security Staff. These individuals will have as their 
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primary responsibility to maintain security and crowd control within the perimeter of the 
event area. These individuals will have been specifically trained to support events such as 
those occurring at Thompson’s Point’s, including providing the necessary "crowd 
management" functions as outlined by the National Fire Protection Association's Life 
Safety Code® (NFPA 101). Throughout all events, these individuals will, at a minimum, 
be performing the following functions: 

 Ticket takers 

 Street barricade monitors 

 Patron bag checks 

 I.D. checks (when alcohol is served) 

 Stage barricade security 
 Backstage security 

 Perimeter roaming teams (inside & outside the fenced area) 

 Emergency egress support 

 
The number of personnel needed to support crowd management will be a function of the 
number of patrons that are anticipated to attend the event and the type of event. Basic 
guidelines provided within NFPA 101 indicate a minimum of at least one crowd manager 
for each 250 patrons in attendance at the event. 

 
The event's operational and administrative staff will assist the Event Security personnel 
when/as needed to support crowd control functions, along with responding to the Event 
Coordinator's direction regarding the conduct of the event's activities and providing liaison 
with the various individual vendors that may be located on site to ensure they adhere to all 
the event's fire protection and life safety requirements. 

 
The City of Portland's Police Department (PPD) will support the overall security around 
the site, along with providing traffic control for the surrounding streets. Depending upon 
the event type and projected attendance, the PPD will dedicate an adequate number of 
police officers to ensure the safety of the public at the event. This support may include the 
following services: 

 
 Patrol of the surrounding neighborhood(s) / areas, 
 Assist Event Security personnel with civil misconduct, as needed, 

 Manage law enforcement issues that might arise during the event, and 

 Provide off-site traffic control 

 
Although the need for police support in the peripheral areas around the event venue is as 
much a function of the location and size (area) of the venue as it is a function of the 
number of patrons, it is often easier to develop a set of guidelines based on the anticipated 
level of attendance and type of event. Depending on the type of event and the anticipated 
level of attendance for that specific event, the Event Coordinator will coordinate with the 
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Portland Police Department, to ensure that the appropriate number of police officers are 
assigned to support the specific event. 

 
The City of Portland’s Fire Department (PFD) will provide support in the area of fire and 
life safety, including inspections of the venue and the various facilities that will be located 
at the site during the event. Contracted EMS medical staff shall provide primary medical 
personnel, equipment, and transport. The level of staffing for any onsite medical personnel 
and the equipment provided will be a function of the size and type of the specific event. 
However, the following medical staffing plan is recommended for use as a general set of 
guidelines for medical support for all events at Thompson’s Point: 

 
1) Events with Public Attendance greater than 5,000 

 Two (2) roving Medical Teams [4EMTs] 

 Two (2)Paramedics 

 One (1) ALS Ambulance stationed on site; with one (1) alternate on standby for 
replacement Should transport be needed 

 One [1] All Terrain Vehicle (Gator or Golf Cart), configured to allow the 
transport of injured if access throughout the event area by ambulance is not 
feasible. 

 
One (1) medical tent is to be provided, which will be staffed by the above listed 
personnel, and will be conspicuously located within the event area and provided 
with signage that identifies its use, such that patrons can readily note its location(s) 
upon entering the site and know where to go should they be in need of minor 
medical attention. 

 
2) Events with Public attendance greater than 3,500 but less than 5,000 

 One (1) roving Medical Team [2 EMT's] 
 Two (2) Paramedics 

 One (1) ALS Ambulance stationed on site; with one (1) alternate on standby for 
replacement should transport be needed. 

 
Either a medical tent, which will be staffed by the above listed personnel, or the 
onsite ambulance if necessary, will be conspicuously located within the event area 
and provided with signage that such that patrons can readily note its location(s) 
upon entering the site and know where to go should they be in need of minor 
medical attention. 

 
3) Events with Public attendance greater than 2,000 but less than 3,500 

 One (1) Medical Team (2 EMT's) 
 One (1) ALS Ambulance stationed on site 
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Either a medical tent, which will be staffed by the above listed personnel, or the 
onsite ambulance if necessary, will be conspicuously located within the event area 
and provided with signage that such that patrons can readily note its location(s) 
upon entering the site and know where to go should they be in need of minor 
medical attention. 

 
The Event Coordinator will be responsible for ensuring proper coordination and 
communications are provided with each member of the Management Team outlined in the 
organization chart above. All communications between the various Management Team 
members, as well as their supporting staffs, is to be via portable radios. 

 
Although not to be considered part of the ERO, the Event Coordinator will also liaise with 
both the local U.S. Coast Guard Command and the City of Portland’s Harbor Master. Due 
to the nature of specific events and the location of Thompson’s Point near navigable waters, 
although highly unlikely, it is conceivable that boats will gather offshore in the immediate 
vicinity of the Thompson’s Point to listen to concert events; either at anchor or drifting. 
Such “congested” boating in close proximity to the shore could result in incidents that 
would result in the need for a response by the maritime authorities. Ensuring that these 
authorities are aware of the upcoming event will allow them to prepare as they deem 
necessary. 

 
HAZARDS ASSESSMENT 
Due to the nature and locations of most of the anticipated outdoor events, the numbers and 
types of hazards that could potentially threaten the general health and well-being (life 
safety) of the staff and public at large are relatively limited. The majority of the hazards 
that must be addressed are those that are inherent with the operation of the event itself, 
including those associated with the various vendor facilities that are to be participating in 
an event, along with those that may arise due to severe weather events. 

 
Fire Hazards 
The fire hazards associated with most outdoor events are primarily limited to the 
cooking/heating facilities that are inherent with the food vendors that may be on site, as 
well as the equipment and materials associated with a stage(s) that is likely to be present at 
most events. In both instances, the amount of either flammable or combustible 
materials/liquids will be relatively limited and any fire that might occur would likely be 
restricted to the source of origin. To minimize the potential for a fire emergency, each food 
truck/trailer/tent that has cooking/heating equipment present shall also have at least one 
portable fire extinguisher installed. In general, these extinguishers should be the type that 
is intended to extinguish a range of fires and of sufficient size to have a reasonable chance 
of extinguishment; such as a type 2A:10BC. If a deep oil fryer is being used, an additional, 
type K (wet chemical) extinguisher is to be provided adjacent to the cooking area. 
Additionally, a minimum separation distance of at least 10 feet should be maintained 
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between any food trucks/trailers/tents that have cooking equipment and any other structure. 
If any of the vendors will be using a portable propane tank as a fuel source, this fact must 
be brought to the attention of the Event Coordinator and the Fire Safety Lead, such that 
should a fire occur within that particular facility, the emergency responders will have 
knowledge that this hazard exists and can take the appropriate actions; both in terms of fire 
fighting and public safety. A minimum of two (2) portable fire extinguishers are to be 
located at any stage that is erected at the event venue, such that they are readily accessible 
and remotely located from one another such that a fire at anyone location of the stage will 
not prevent access to at least one of the extinguishers. 

 
Medical Hazards 
Although the potential exists for medical casualties to occur at events held at Thompson’s 
Point, historically the majority tend to be minor in nature, such as cuts from broken glass 
or a variety of sprained muscles or ligaments. However, due to the nature the types of 
events that may occur at this venue, along with the likely diversity in the age of the crowds 
and the potential for hot, humid weather during an event, a wide range of other potential 
casualties should be anticipated. At a minimum, these should include: 

 
 Heat stroke, dehydration 

 Injuries from missile hazards, such as bottles and cans 

 Fainting and exhaustion 
 Trampling or crushing from crowd pressure 

 Injuries from "Crowd surfing" or "stage diving" 

 Respiratory issues 
 Age-related illnesses 

 Complications from the use of illicit dugs or alcohol abuse 

 Epilepsy attack resulting from strobe lighting 

 
All injuries or medical emergencies are to be immediately reported to the Event 
Coordinator and/or Security Chief, such that site medical personnel can be dispatched to 
the location of the injured person. If the injured person is not ambulatory, measures will be 
implemented to move that individual to the nearest medical tent or ambulance for further 
evaluation, treatment, and possible transport to a local hospital. 

 
For most events, it is likely that onsite vendors will be selling bottled water. The Event 
Coordinator shall be monitoring the heat index to assess if the environmental conditions 
warrant the need to implement additional measures to prevent the mass onset of heat stroke 
and/or dehydration amongst the general public. Preventative measures to mitigate the 
possible onset of multiple cases of dehydration include: cooling/misting station(s) located 
within the event area and accessible by all patrons; drinking water stations accessible by all 
patrons; and if conditions require, additional bottled water made available to the public, 
free of charge. 
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The roving medical team(s) will be monitoring the crowd throughout the event to assist in 
the early identification/notification of, and response to, any medical issues that may arise. 

 
Severe/Adverse Weather Hazards 
In general, the two weather hazards that represent the greatest likelihood of occurrence at 
outdoor venues are lightning and high wind events, which could include both hurricanes 
and tornados. Lightning can both cause severe injury or death if an individual(s) is (are) 
struck, or can be the source of a fire initiation if a structure or equipment is struck. 

 
Given the nature of weather events that involve either hurricanes or other storms that can 
spawn tornados, it is unlikely that significant warning from the National Weather Service 
would not be provided for such weather circumstances well in advance of the event start 
time. However, during the summer months, it is not unusual for rapidly developing 
thunder-storms to occur. Although events may not be cancelled or postponed for a "rain 
only" event, such thunder-storms can also involve both lighting and high winds. 

 
The Event Coordinator shall ensure that the local area weather is being routinely monitored. 
Should adverse weather, such as thunder-storms, be identified within the general northern 
New England region, the frequency at which the weather is being reviewed shall be 
increased; especially if the storms include the potential for lightning and/or high winds are 
being forecasted as having a future impact on the greater Portland area. Should any storms 
involving high winds and/or lighting be forecasted as moving into the greater Portland area, 
the Event Coordinator shall implement an evacuation of the event site prior to the leading 
edge of any such storm formation approaching to within 15 miles of the site. This distance 
may be modified depending on the speed at which the storm is moving, but a minimum of 
30 minutes should be provided prior to the weather beginning to deteriorate to allow site 
evacuation and to provide patrons sufficient time to reach a safe location. Depending on 
the timing of the storms arrival and its expected duration, the Event Coordinator will make 
a determination, in conjunction with the Emergency Response Organization (ERO) as to 
whether the event is to be cancelled at the time of evacuation or postponed until the severe 
weather is clear of the area and conditions are safe to resume the event. 

 
When only high winds are predicted, with or without a rain event, it may not be necessary 
to evacuate the site, but actions must still be implemented to protect the public from 
potential missile hazards, which may include suspending the event operations. The Event 
Coordinator shall ensure that all vendors take appropriate actions to secure any 
materials/equipment/tents/etc. that are not designed to resist high winds; such as sustained 
or wind gusts at or exceeding 25 to 30 mph. The specific wind-load limitations that have 
been determined by the appropriate professional(s), such as a professional engineer or 
manufacturer’s representative, for all structures and equipment that are to be located at the 
venue shall be provided to the Event Coordinator. The lowest value associated with any of 
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the structures/equipment used for the event, with a minimum of an applied 10% safety 
factor, shall be used as the "metric" to determine when the event operations must be halted 
due to high winds. 

 
Chemical Exposure Hazards 
It is not anticipated that any toxic materials will be used to support any event at 
Thompson’s Point. Equally, with the conversion of the Thompson’s Point area from one 
that was industrial in nature to one that will now focus on business and residential uses, it 
is not anticipated that the venue would be impacted by any activity associated within the 
adjacent buildings. The potential exists that an accident could occur offsite that could have 
an impact on personnel at Thompson’s Point, depending on prevailing winds. Should such 
an offsite accident occur that might involve the development of a “smoke” plume that 
contained toxic or noxious fumes, it is possible that event participants could be exposed if 
the fumes migrated toward the event site. In general, the Department of Transportation 
(DoT) guidelines recommend that should an event such as that occur, that areas downwind 
of the accident site be evacuated for a distance of 1.3 miles wide by 2 miles long. Should a 
fire/explosion accident occur offsite that involved the release of fumes within a smoke 
plume/cloud and the wind direction is toward Thompson’s Point, it would be necessary to 
evacuate the event. 

 
There are no specific preventative measures that can be implemented at an event venue to 
alleviate or minimize the risk of exposure to a potential chemical spill at an adjacent site. 
However, the Event Coordinator shall review the areas surrounding any planned event 
venue to assess if a potential exposure hazard exists due to the nature of work performed at 
adjacent sites. If the potential exists for an exposure hazard to exist, the Event Coordinator 
shall contact those businesses to ensure that they are aware that an event will be occurring 
and should any accident or spill occur, immediate notification must be provided to the 
Portland Fire Department and the Event Coordinator. 

 
External Threats 
Although it is considered as highly unlikely, the potential always exist that a public event 
could be targeted for an external threat, such as a bomb threat. The Event Security will be 
monitoring all items brought on site in an effort to detect any potentially dangerous items, 
However, given the locations of the outdoor events, each will still be exposed to potential 
threats from areas "outside the fence." 

 
Should a specific threat to an event and its occupants be received, this information shall be 
immediately relayed to the Event Coordinator who will coordinate the PPD representative 
on site to determine the appropriate course of action. All efforts will be directed toward 
ensuing the safety of all the event participants, both the general public and event staff. 
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LIFE SAFETY 
Although these events occur outside, a primary life safety concern continues to be 
providing adequate means of egress should an evacuation of the site be required. As such, 
the primary code for reference for evaluating this aspect of an event venue is the National 
Fire Protection Association's Lift Safety Code®, NFPA 101. In general, most of the life 
safety requirements outlined in NFPA 101 do not readily apply to an outdoor venue, 
including most that pertain to providing adequate means of egress, However, it is common 
practice to utilize the factors within NFPA 101 (Chapter 7) for calculating occupant 
loading and determining the number and size of exits for enclosed outdoor venues. 
Although it is likely that such an approach provides "conservative" results, in terms of the 
means of egress, no other data exist that have been widely accepted as being valid for such 
an evaluation. 

 
In general, the amphitheater is to be treated as "Assembly Occupancy" as defined by 
NFPA 101. Based on this occupancy classification, general requirements for providing 
adequate means of egress are developed that are a function of estimated maximum number 
of people that will be located within the event venue; the event's maximum "occupant 
load." To establish the maximum occupant load for outdoor venues, it is common practice 
to use the NFPA occupant load factor for assembly areas where it is anticipated that the 
occupants would be mostly standing; which is 7 ft2 per person and defined as a factor for 
"concentrated use without fixed seating." However, this factor should only be applied to 
the area(s) of the venue that will be accessible to the general public. During most events, a 
significant amount of a venue's total area will be dedicated to other uses; such as providing 
a stage(s) and its associated "back stage" areas, along with areas occupied by food or 
merchandise vendors, portable toilets, etc. Therefore, a reduction is applied to the overall 
venue area to account for these ancillary uses and assess the actual area that will be 
available for public access prior to calculating the estimated occupant load for a specific 
venue. 

 
NFPA 101 also has additional restrictions that must be applied to events that involve a 
large public attendance. For example, for any event where the occupant load is expected to 
exceed 6000, unless a detailed life safety evaluation is to be developed for that specific 
event, an occupant load factor of 15 ft2 per person is to be used to calculate the allowable 
occupant load (vs. 7 ft2/person) within that areas open to the public. 

 
Although NFPA 101 also has a requirement that all assembly occupancies have a "main 
entrance" and that this entrance should have the ability to accommodate up to 2/3’s of the 
total occupant load for the event, such a requirement may not be feasible for venues that 
are intended to accommodate very large numbers of people. Equally, the premise behind 
this requirement is a function of concern over the time needed to safety egress before 
conditions prevent escape. This premise is not applicable to outdoor events. Similarly, the 
capacity factors used to determine the size of a means of egress are also based on the 
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premise that the time needed to egress may be a critical factor. Although the capacity 
factors associated with means of egress, such as for aisle and doorway widths, will 
continue to be used as general guidelines when evaluating the required total width of 
egress openings from the venue, strict compliance with these factors is not considered to be 
necessary. It is not anticipated that ambient conditions within the venue could be caused to 
deteriorate to a point that safe egress from all available exits is threatened as a result of any 
hazard or activity associated with the event itself. Means of egress must be configured to 
ensure that all occupants have an available exit pathway that is sufficiently remote from 
any potential hazard such that they can safely egress the venue in a timely manner. Other 
than the approach of severe weather, the exit configuration for each venue is to be arranged 
such that ambient conditions within at least 1/2 of the available means of egress will 
always remain tenable/accessible. 

 
Based on the above factors and the requirements within NFPA 101, the outdoor concert 
and amphitheater at Thompson’s Point has been evaluated to determine the maximum 
number of allowable occupants (public and staff), along with the number and configuration 
for the means of egress. 

 
Size 
The publically accessible area of the venue for events (not inclusive of the stage and 
other areas dedicated to production equipment) encompasses approximately 155,500 ft2. 
After a reduction in available area is made for food and beverage concessions, 
trucks/trailers/tents and other administrative uses, it is estimated the maximum area 
available for use by the public will be approximately 105,000 ft2. 

 
Capacity 
The maximum capacity for events at the Thompson’s Point amphitheater contemplated 
in this plan is 8,000. In accordance with life safety criteria outlined in the NFPA 101, 
the occupant load and egress capacity of the venue are used to define the capacity for 
attendees of the venue. The configuration of the public assembly area for attendees in 
the venue and the capacity of all events at the Thompson’s Point amphitheater shall 
conform to the occupant load and egress capacity requirements of NFPA 101 as 
follows: 

 
Occupant Load 
Based on the occupant loading requirements outlined in the NFPA 101 for an 
outdoor event, the maximum number of occupants at this venue would be 
approximately 15,700; using an occupant load factor of 7 ft2/person. 
Any event that would be expected to exceed 6000 persons is required by NFPA 101 
to have a life safety evaluation performed that specifically addresses all aspects of 
that particular event, including how adequate egress is to be provided in the event 
of an emergency. The intention of this document is to provide the basis for 
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complying with all life-safety requirements and conditions as required by NFPA 
101 for events with up to 8,000 occupants. 

 
This venue may be configured to accommodate attendees in a “general admission” 
(standing) area, a seated area, or a combination of “general admission” (standing) 
and seated areas. The occupant loading factor of 15 ft2/person shall be used to 
determine the occupant load for any portions of this venue configured as “general 
admission” for the attendees. The occupant loading factor of 7 ft2/person is used to 
determine the occupant load for any portions of this venue configured with seating 
for the attendees. 

 
Any combination of standing and seated attendees will never exceed 8,000. 

 
Egress 
The capacity of the available means of egress will be a function of the total number 
of attendees expected at each event. NFPA 101 uses an exit capacity factor of 0.2 
inches / person to determine the total width of exits that must be provided to ensure 
adequate means of egress are available from each event. 

 
NFPA 101, Section 12.2.4.4, also includes requirements for the number of 
available exits for fenced outdoor assembly areas, based on the number of persons 
expected to be present. Although it is required that any enclosed area be provided 
with a minimum of two widely separated means of egress (exits), for any enclosed 
area with an occupant load that exceeds 6000, the area must be provided with a 
minimum of three (3) widely separated means of egress. However, given that 
access/egress to/from this site is limited to only the northern boundary, it is planned 
that all events will be provided with a minimum of three separate exits from the 
venue to better ensure that an expeditious and orderly evacuation will be possible if 
the need arises. 

 
The following table provides a summary of the minimum exit requirements for 
scenarios defined by maximum occupancy of 1000, 2000, 5000, and 8000, based 
on having three (3) available exits: 

 
 
 

Maximum 
Attendance 

 
Minimum 
Number of 

Exits 

 
Minimum Total 
of “Clear” Exit 
Width [in. (ft.)] 

Average 
“Clear” 
Width per 
Exit (ft.) 

1000 3 200 (17) 5.5 
2000 3 400 (33) 11.1 
5000 3 1000 (83.3) 27.8 
8000 3 1600 (133.3) 44.4 
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The actual design (numbers and clear width) of the exit arrangement may vary 
depending on the anticipated occupant load for a specific event at the venue. The 
general arrangements for the planned exits for all events are depicted in 
Appendix A. These documents indicate how events at The Point are to be 
generally configured, including depicting the paths for access by emergency 
responders and for exiting by the public. 

 
The maximum occupant load for any event that is to be contained within a secured 
area will be controlled by available ticket sales. Although this number does not 
include the event staff that may also be within the fenced enclosure that is open to 
the general public, sufficient egress capacity will be provided for all occupants 
within this area of the event, general public and staff included. Based on the 
proposed layout for events that will be located within a “fenced” area, at least three 
(3) separate exit locations will be provided that will be available / accessible to 
general public; 

1. A main site entrance (ticketing) centrally located along the fence line, 
2. An emergency exit at the far east end of the fence, and 
3. An emergency exit at the far west end of the fence. 

Additional egress gates will be provided as required by the occupant load. The 
emergency exit gates located at the far east and west end of the fence will also be 
designed to accommodate access by emergency vehicles; providing at least 20 ft. of 
clearance. 

 
Site Lighting 
All exits must be prominently marked to indicate that they are an exit from the site and 
shall be provided with adequate lighting. Lighting units, fixed or portable, are to be 
located throughout the amphitheater to provide lighting of not only the exits, but the 
general areas where the public is to be located. Each of these lighting is to be provided 
with its own means of reliable1 power, including the use of an electric generator if 
necessary. The lighting is to be located such that the loss of any single unit will not 
result in the total loss of ambient light within any single portion of the public area that 
would detrimentally impact the ability to safely egress the site (perform way-finding). 
Should any of the general lighting for the public area(s) be provided by a source that 
does not have a dedicated power source, an emergency backup power source is to be 
provided for those lights. 

 
Public Address System 

 

 
1  In this instance, "reliable" indicates that the source of power is not subject to a single‐‐‐ 
source failure other than at the unit itself, whereby all other units being fed from that 
power source, will continue to operate. 
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A public announcing (PA) system is to be provided that ensure any general or 
emergency announcements can be clearly heard / understood from all areas within the 
public portion of the event. This system is to be provided with an emergency (back up) 
power source to ensure that the system remains operational if the normal power source 
is lost. This system will be essential in providing effective and timely communications 
with the general public should an emergency situation arise. 

 
Other 
It should be noted that from purely a "life safety" aspect, the use of the "beer garden" 
approach should be discouraged if at all possible. This configuration further isolates the 
public from ready access to an exit from the venue and will result in an increased time 
to evacuate should the need arise. Because of the higher "density" of patrons within 
these areas, there is also a greater risk of crowd "crush" if an evacuation is needed; 
thereby increasing the potential for risk of injury. 

 
 
EMERGENCY RESPONSE 
Should an emergency situation arise, the Event Management organization that is outlined 
above will become the command structure for the Emergency Response Organization 
(ERO). All members of the ERO will then move to a common location that will become 
the Incident Command Center. For larger events that include the use of an Event 
Administrative Trailer, this may be used to support the requirements of the Incident 
Command. The Event Coordinator is to initially become the Incident Commander, with all 
other members of the ERO providing input and expertise within their respective areas; 
security (crowd control), law enforcement and traffic control, medical, and fire. Based on 
the nature and severity of the emergency situation, the Incident Command will determine if 
a site evacuation is warranted. 

 
If a site evacuation is warranted, the Event Security Staff will be directed to begin to move 
all occupants to the nearest exit from the site and provide additional instructions regarding 
movement away from the site to safer locations. Depending on the nature of the event, the 
Incident Command may also determine that it is necessary to contact the maritime 
authorities to inform them of the emergency situation, such that this can be relayed to any 
boaters that are located immediately offshore and could be impacted by the situation. 

 
Severe Weather Emergency 
An emergency due to the approach of severe weather will be initiated subsequent to the 
Event Coordinator making a determination that the onset of a severe weather event is 
imminent. At that time, the ERO will be activated. Depending on the type and nature of the 
severe weather, the site may be evacuated. Should the emergency only involve high winds 
that are in excess of the maximum allowed, the Event Coordinator will discontinue all 
operations on any stage(s) and within any tents or other portable structures that may be 
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subject to wind damage, and direct his staff to take the necessary measures to secure each 
from the effects of high wind forces, This includes immediately disassembling any of the 
ticket, medical, or vendor tents that cannot withstand the expected wind velocities and 
placing them in a safe configuration. Equally, all vendors will be notified to secure their 
trucks and trailers as necessary, such that they do not represent a source for potential 
missile hazards. 

 
If the weather emergency is such that the site must be evacuated to ensure the safety of the 
occupants, such as the approach of a thunder-storm involving lightning, the evacuation 
shall begin at least 30 minutes prior to the expected arrival of the severe weather. It is 
estimated that a minimum of 20 minutes, from the time of the announcement, will be 
needed to safely evacuate the venue. It is incumbent upon the Event Security staff to 
ensure that all exits (gates) are immediately opened. Equally, the Security Staff are to 
direct the public in a manner that distributes the site occupants among all available exits; 
thereby minimizing the potential for a significant "backlog" at any single exit. 

 
Any severe weather event, such as extreme temperatures, that result in the potential for 
medical casualties will be addressed in the Medical Emergency section below. 

 
Fire Emergency 
Localized fires that can be extinguished using a portable extinguisher shall be reported to 
the Event Security Director and the ERO Lead for Fire Safety, but shall not be considered 
an "emergency,” thereby not requiring the ERO to be activated. However, any fire that 
develops beyond the point that cannot be extinguished with the available portable 
extinguisher shall be deemed to represent an emergency. The Incident Command will 
direct the ERO Lead for Fire Safety to take the necessary measures to prevent or minimize 
the spread of fire beyond the source of origin. All requests for offsite assistance from the 
PFD will be via the event's Fire Safety Lead. 

 
The Event Security staff will immediately move all personnel away from the fire area. The 
Incident Command will advise all emergency responders of the nature of the fire event; 
especially if compressed flammable gas storage tanks may be involved. 
The severity and location of the fire event will dictate the need to postpone or cancel the 
event activities. All event structures must be readily accessible to responding fire 
department vehicles. At a minimum, an emergency access lane must be designated as part 
the pre-event planning and be properly identified at the venue, The PPD and Event 
Security will ensure that the access lane to the fire area by any responding emergency 
vehicles remains clear. Should the fire emergency warrant the need to evacuate the site, all 
occupants will be directed by the Event Security staff toward the exits; ensuring that all 
occupants remain clear of the emergency access lane. 

 
Medical Emergency 
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It is anticipated that most of the medical situations, even "emergencies," will primarily 
involve only one individual, or possibly several, for anyone situation. For such instances, it 
is not anticipated that it would be necessary to activate the ERO. These "limited" 
emergencies will be coordinated by the Event Security Staff and the Medical Lead. The 
Event Coordinator shall be informed of these emergencies and input from the rest of the 
Event Management staff would be on an "as requested" basis. Such medical emergencies 
would be handled in a manner that should have a minimal impact on the overall Event 
activities. The Medical Lead and his supporting staff will determine the necessary course 
of action, in terms of treatment, and implement the necessary actions; including transport 
to a local hospital. 

 
Should the emergency involve the need to transport a patient from within the site, the 
Event Security will assist the Medical staff in crowd control, keeping the area around the 
patient(s) clear and providing a path for any needed transport vehicle, including ensuring 
that the emergency access lane remains clear and unobstructed. 

 
Should a medical emergency arise that involves large numbers of persons, such as multiple 
cases of heat stress, dehydration, etc., the Event Coordinator will direct the initiation of the 
ERO. The ERO staff will evaluate the situation based on input from the Medical Lead and 
take the necessary measures to protect the health of the public. If the emergency is 
determined to be "wide spread" in nature and beyond the capabilities of the event staff and 
onsite equipment to mitigate the risk(s), then the Incident Command may elect to cancel 
further event activities and evacuate the venue. 

 
Bomb / Terrorist Threat 
Should notice of a bomb or other similar threat that could result in wide-spread damage 
and/or mass casualties be received by the Event Coordinator and/or the Security Lead, or 
PPD representative, the ERO will be immediately activated. The Incident Command will 
direct the Site Security Lead to take the necessary actions and to liaise with the PPD to 
initiate their specific threat protocol/actions. Should the determination be made that the site 
be evacuated, the Event Coordinator will issue a directive that all event operations be 
ceased and a general announcement would be made over the PA system to facilitate the 
orderly evacuation of the venue. All Event and Site Security staff will be used to support 
the evacuation process, directing the crowd in whatever direction is indicated by the PPD. 
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Appendix A 
Event Exit/Evacuation Plan 
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